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IN the last few months, governments across
the world and especially of European Union
have stepped up their warnings against a
resurgence of protectionism. They are of the
view that policies supposedly supporting
domestic economies often do more harm than
good. Though at the same time, they have
acknowledged that globalization despite
various benefits also creates losers who then require revival
measures.
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In the wake of Trump’s election, the UK’s vote to leave the European
Union, and France’s flirtation with electing a euro-skeptic president,
free trade and globalization have found more proponents than
opponents. In the last 15-20 years, free trade and globalization
produced immense benefits but also produced people who didn’t
actually share the benefits. There is a need to do much better in
sharing the benefits with everybody who has participated in the
process.
It has been indicated that perceiving the world economy as an
endeavour where the expansion of one country results in a loss for
the rest is a misperception that can become dangerous if it forms
the basis of international policy making by Angela Merkel, the German
Chancellor. The neo-protectionist stances that have been stated in
a few countries are certainly of concern. The reliable relationships
forged since the end of World War II between few nations are, to
some extent, over. There has been a potentially significant shift in
the ties between various trading partners. The proponents of
protectionism are of the view that their other allies are not spending
enough on defence, and has also brought the US to the brink of
exiting the global Paris climate accord.
While the global environment is important for all trading nations, the
economic momentum seems to be self-sustaining with local factors
driving gross domestic product up at the moment. The strengthening
and upturn of free economies is being bolstered by domestic
consumption as much as exports.

(AJAY KUMAR BHALLA)
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Will Protectionism Mark An End of
Free Trade Era?
Nakulesh Kagathra, Ramneek Singh and Saloni Garg*

Onset of Free Trade and the Role of WTO
Trade and globalization have
been considered allies for
the last seven decades. The
advent of opening up of
markets and setting up of the
World Trade Organization to
facilitate free trade among
member nations served as
an indication that the world
was moving towards a more
unified economy. However,
the year 2016 witnessed
some major instances that
pointed towards a developing
sense of protectionism
among the largest
economies of the world
which indirectly impacts the
world trade. This paper
seeks to explore the possible
reasons behind the same
and their future repercussions. It also aims to
understand the role WTO
played in this scenario and
suggest what can be done
differently to prevent further
fostering of such protectionist
sentiments.

* Students, MBA (IB) 2016-18 batch,
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade.
The views expressed are personal.
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HEN Smith and Ricardo spoke of absolute and comparative
advantages, little did they realize that they had set in motion
something so phenomenal that the world as they knew it would
cease to exist. The concept that mutual gains could be extracted
by capitalizing on certain commodities, division of labour and
opening up markets was strikingly attractive and the world saw
big powers like the United Kingdom (pre-World War) and the
United States of America (post-World War) taking interest in
developing cordial relations with other nations. The principles on
which these doctrines rested were, however, developed during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries overwhelming the
prevailing merchants for whom wealth and power was
interchangeable and trade was now the new form of international
competition that didn’t involve the perils of an outright war.
The World Trade Organization was the product of the idea
that multiple nations existing on hugely different levels of economic
development and unique political structures can work together to
achieve lower barriers to trade. It, however, had to contend with
the knowledge that all countries tried to jealously guard their
personal interests. Also, for this system to work, the bigger nations
had to accommodate and sacrifice some of their personal interests
to ensure that the gains were considerably well distributed. Thus,
WTO came with a promise of doing away with hegemony. It also
had to make its peace with other organizations like regional trade
blocs which threatened to infringe upon its jurisdictions and lead
to incoherence. For all its implementation difficulties, however,
WTO managed to evolve into an entity largely successful in
moderating trade among its member states.
Its beginnings lay in General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
that came into existence in 1947, in the aftermath of World War
II. GATT was a treaty signed by 23 member nations in Geneva,
Switzerland to provide an early boost to trade liberalization. This
came into effect on 1 January 1948. In 1949, the Second Round of
trade talks were held in Annecy, France where the existing nations
exchanged more than 5000 trade and tariff concessions. The Third
Round of GATT in Torquay, England led to a further 25 per cent
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reduction in tariff levels in 1948 through 8,700 trade
concessions. The next trade round completed in
1956 and brought a further reductions of duties
worth US$2.5 billion. The Fifth Round named in
the honour of the US Secretary of State Douglas
Dillon yielded tariff concessions worth US$4.9bn
of total world trade and involved negotiations
related to the creation of the European Economic
Community. The next two rounds also brought
about a reduction of US$430 billion. It was after
these that an ambitious attempt was made in the
form of the Uruguay Round to drastically alter the
trade scenario in the face of impending
globalization. This was the round that achieved
significant reductions in agricultural subsidies and
an agreement to allow full access for textiles and
clothing from developing countries, and an
extension of intellectual property rights. Finally, in
1995, the GATT trade ministers met at Marrakesh,
Morocco to establish the World Trade Organization
thus bringing the Uruguay to an end.
WTO was entrusted with trade negotiations
covering goods, services and even intellectual
property rights along with their implementation
and monitoring. It also tried to incorporate into
its mandate dispute settlement and building trade
capacity. WTO’s formation acted as a boost to
already booming globalization.

Literature Review
There was no dearth of literature on the various
aspects related to this subject. Topics such as globalization, its effects, and increasing protectionism
were extensively researched beforehand.
Milanovic, B. (2016) The top 1 per cent and
the Asian middle class has gained the most from
globalization. Gini index, taken as a measure of
inequality, has, for the first time since 1820, gone
down from 69 to 64, indicating that inequality
has decreased due to the expansion of incomes
of the middle class. Pologeorgis, N. (2017) One
of the major potential benefits of globalization is
to provide opportunities for reducing macroeconomic volatility on output and consumption
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via diversification of risk. The overall evidence of
the globalization effect on macroeconomic
volatility of output indicates that although direct
effects are ambiguous in theoretical models,
financial integration helps in a nation’s
production base diversification, and leads to an
increase in specialization of production. However,
the specialization of production, based on the
concept of comparative advantage, can also lead
to higher volatility in specific industries within
an economy and society of a nation. As time passes,
successful companies, independent of size, will
be the ones that are part of the global economy.
After the analysis of the above two literatures,
we moved on to why is protectionism increasing
and what can be the driving factors of
protectionism? Some of the insights that we could
gather are as follows:
Maniam, S. (2016) An analysis of the US
Presidential Elections 2016 shows that Donald
Trump won on the back of race, gender and
inequality. Trump won white voters by a margin
almost identical to that of Mitt Romney, who lost
the popular vote to Barack Obama in 2012. White
non-Hispanic voters preferred Trump over
Clinton by 21 percentage points (58% to 37%),
according to the exit poll conducted by Edison
Research for the National Election Pool.
Thompson, D. (2016) Trump’s support was
found skewed towards male, white, and poor.
The male-female gap was 19 percentage points
(47% support among men vs. 28% among
women). He won a whopping 50 per cent of
voters making less than $50,000, 18 percentage
points ahead of his support with those who
earned more than that amount.
Ossa, R. (2015) The WTO has so far failed to
deliver any significant multilateral trade
liberalization, showing only minimal progress
toward completing its Doha Development Agenda.
Moreover, its role as the leading forum for
international trade-policy cooperation is increasingly
eroded by the proliferation of regional trade
agreements to which governments are turning
FOCUS WTO April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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instead. Walker, A. (2011) The WTO has failed to
live up to its promises over the past decade, which
reveals a wider systemic problem in the global
community. True and lasting solutions to global
economic problems can only come when the model
of global competitiveness between countries
becomes one of genuine cooperation.
Nakatomi, M. (2015) World trade
governance in 2020 will be quite different to
today’s system. The old idea that the GATT/WTO
is the central pillar of global trade governance
will either be replaced by a multi polar system,
or the WTO itself will be transformed. There are
things WTO could do to favour outcomes that
foster multilateralism. A starting point would be
to engage in discussion, research, and reflection
on what the new factories-crossing borders
disciplines really mean for the world trade system.

individuals, firms and nations concentrate on
producing things that they can do well and thus
specialize in it. This results in increasing joint output
and which in turn achieve a higher standard of
living than would otherwise be possible. As per
factor endowments theory, nation will export goods
that can be produced by using the resources which
are in abundance and import whose production
uses nation’s scare resource.
For example, two sectors, i.e. Aircraft (capital
intensive) and Textile (labour intensive) and two
nations, i.e. US (capital in abundance) and China
(labour in abundance).
Resources

United States

China

Capital

100 machines

10 machines

Labour

200 workers

1200 workers

Globalization and Changing Mindset of
Developed Nations Towards It

In this case, China being rich in labour
resource would produce and export in Textile
sector and US with abundance in capital would
export in Aircrafts.

After World War II, the situation of the most
powerful economy was expressed as “When the
United States sneezes, the other economies get
cold”. From then, the world economic and political
order has undergone an evolution resulting in a
complicated system of today’s economics
increasingly interdepending among themselves. The
entire idea of Globalization is that entities like

Since mid-1980s, the world has seen never
seen before economic growth due to positive
effects of globalization. Impacts include
increasing GDP growth, capital flows due to
increased openness leading to increased FDI
(foreign direct investments), increased Trade’s
proportion in GDP, technology transfers, increase
in competition, etc. (Graphs 1 to 3)

GRAPH 1

Source: World Bank Database.
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Approach for the Age of Globalization, the
“winners” of this phenomenon is the middle and
upper class of relatively poor countries of Asia
and the global top 1 per cent rich, and the “losers”
were middle and lower classes in developed
nations. (Graph 4)

GRAPH 2

Who Gained from Globalization

The Asian Middle Class and Top 1 per cent.
GRAPH 4

Asian Middle Class
US and Western Lower
& Middle Class

Source: World Bank Database.

Top 1%

In spite of advantages of globalization,
recently the world has seen the change in the
mindset of developed countries especially US and
UK against globalization. The reason is that the
phenomenon of globalization has increased
prosperity in the world, but all the sections have
not received an equal share of this increased pie.
Thus, even though overall the world is moving
towards growth and prosperity, but there are
both “winners” and “losers” of this phenomenon.
As per the detailed household survey in more
than 100 countries between 1998 and 2008,
carried out by Christoph Lakner and Branko
Milanovic in their book Global Inequality: A New

Note: Incomes are Real, PPP-Adjusted, 2005 Dollars
Source: Research by Branko Milanovic

The above graph also known as Global
Incidence Curve, has population of world on
horizontal axis ranked from poorest to richest
percentile based on their real income gains. On

GRAPH 3

Source: World Databank, 2015.
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the vertical axis represents the percentage of gain
in the real income levels from 1988 to 2008.
Analysis of the graph suggests that there is a
substantial income gains in and around the
median of the Income Distribution which led to
the reduction in the global inequality. As per the
World Bank Database, the Gini coefficient
reduced from 69 in 1988 to 64 in 2008. This was
the first time since 1820 that the global inequality
has gone down considerably.
The significant income gains of median part
of Income Distribution is due to rapid growth of
Asian nations like China and India, which can
be attributed to wave of globalization which
started from mid 1980s. The income levels of
lower and middle classes in western nations,
which had low levels of skills, has almost remain
stagnated. These classes of society in nations such
as US, UK, France, etc. due to this stagnant
income levels have now started voicing their
opinions against globalization.
Thus in recent times the world has observed
unfortunate such as Brexit, cancelation of TPP,
etc. as now the political agenda is driving the
economic agenda in these nations.

•

Lower and middle income classes voted
for Brexit (Graph 6)
GRAPH 6

Source: Survey by Social Research Institute NatCen

Majority of people in lower (67%) and middle
class of UK (57%) voted in favour of Brexit. Upper
class people with monthly income of more than
£3700 voted to remain in EU. (Graph 7)
The graphs indicate that the less educated and
less skilled lower and middle class of UK felt that
they didn’t equal share from the increased
prosperity and thus voted in favour of Brexit.
GRAPH 7

Analysis of the type of people who voted in
favour of protectionism during ‘Brexit’
•

People with little or no formal education
voted for Brexit (Graph 5)
GRAPH 5

Source: Survey by Social Research Institute NatCen
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Analysis of the type of people who voted in
favour of protectionism during US Elections
The analysis of the voting patterns of the US
election, 2016 indicates the similar backlash from
less educated and low skilled lower and middle
class against globalization as these sections of the
society didn’t see any significant change in their
income levels during the wave of globalization
since mid-1980s. (Graphs 8 and 9)
The phenomenon of globalization has
increased the prosperity levels in both developed
nations and developing nations. The gap in the
income levels of developed nations and some
developing nations like China, India, Brazil,
Thailand, etc. is also reducing. The backlash that
is seen especially in two major events in two major
free economies, i.e. Brexit in UK and Election of
Donald Trump (supporter of Protectionism) as US
President is because all sections of the society have
not equally gained from this phenomenon. The
GRAPH 8

GRAPH 9

Source: Edison Research for the National Election Pool

6

sections of society who is feeling that they are
left out or are not getting the equal share are now
constituting the majority and thus these
democratic nations are experiencing situations
wherein the politics is driving the economics
rather the other way around.

Emerging Trends in Protectionism
Even though protectionism seems to have come
to force only recently, but its arrival had been marked
since 2011. The WTO in its report that assesses the
protectionist behaviour of its member countries
pointed out that the trade restrictions taken by them
and the observer governments between October
2010 and April 2011 were more pronounced than
in any previous period. Even the G20 nations took
protectionist measurs which is contradictory with
G20 standstill pledge.
The effect of these protectionist measures is
visible in the form of the declining trend in world
merchandise trade. The YoY growth of World
Merchandise trade dropped from around 20 per
cent in the year 2011 to a miniscule 1.5 per cent
in 2012. In 2015, when protectionism had
reached its peak with anti-globalization
movements across developed nations, the world
trade took a hit that was last endured in 2009 as
a result of the financial crisis – it contracted by
13.9 per cent. (Graph 10)
This decline in trade and rise in protectionism
has already led to a decline in the world GDP growth
which has been constantly falling since 2010. (Graph
11) Also, what is observed is that neither advanced
economies nor emerging economies are better off
with increasing protectionism. And even though
emerging economies might be able pull themselves
up, it is the least developed countries or LDCs which
will be the most severely hit by an increase in
protectionism. For example: Bangladesh exports
more than US$3 billion to the UK, of which 90 per
cent constitute readymade garments. The reason
for increased exports to the UK is the duty-freequota-free (DFQF) market access of Bangladeshi
exports to the EU market under the Everything But
Arms (EBA) initiative, which Bangladesh has been
FOCUS WTO April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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enjoying as LDC since 1971. Now, with the
UK leaving the EU, exports from Bangladesh
may be affected in a number of ways. First,
Bangladeshi exporters will earn less as they
will lose the DFQF facility, which saves 12.5
per cent duty on Bangladeshi exports. This
will erode the competitiveness of Bangladeshi
exports. Second, as the European and British
economies will experience instability, there
would be depressed demand among people.
The spirit of the WTO for trade liberalization
will thus be undermined, as countries,
especially LDCs, could experience protectionism in its new facet. (Graph 12)
Moving further, countries like US which
have been vehemently voicing their need for
protectionism, will only add to the challenge
of a slowing global growth trend. IMF used
the global integrated monetary and fiscal
model to demonstrate the implications of
trade protectionism. In this case, when a
country A (say USA) increases tariffs by 10
per cent on imports from a country B of
similar size (say China), it will be in best
interest of country B to retaliate and impose
a 10 per cent tariff on imports from country
A. The net effect of such a scenario will be an
overall decline in global demand, GDP,
consumption and investment.

GRAPH 10

Source: TradeMap
GRAPH 11

Source: World Economic Forum
GRAPH 12

This means, in case US policies shift
towards protectionism, China and other
Asian economies may launch investigations
into specific sectors and restrict US companies
from doing business in their countries. For
example China may launch an investigation
into services sector as US enjoys a US$33
billion trade surplus with China in this sector.
So, does this mark the end of the era of
globalization? Have we globalized to our
maximum potential? Have we been thwarted
by the protectionist forces? May be or may
be not. The recent reports by a number of
agencies seem to have presented us with a
glimmer of hope.
FOCUS WTO April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)

Source: IMF

The WTO, in July 2016, launched a new indicator
called the World Trade Outlook Indicator (WTOI) which
is designed to provide “real time” information on trends
in global trend. According to the report released in
February 2017, the world trade seems to be recovering.
(Diagram)
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Source: World Trade Organization

The WTOI is a leading indicator and with a
current reading of 102.0 for the month of
November, the WTOI points to above-trend trade
growth in February-March. Most component
indices are moving in a positive direction, with
air freight, automobile sales, export orders and
container shipping all above trend and rising.
Data on international freight tonne kilometers
from IATA have risen sharply as European
carriers posted strong growth. Meanwhile,
container port throughput of major ports has
largely recovered from its recent slump. The
automobile index has also rebounded, but
electronics and agricultural raw materials trade
are both slightly below trend.

Thus, though protectionism seems to be
setting its root, the world, as a whole, has
somewhat been able to counter it till now. All
indices seem to be moving in a positive direction
and growth has been accelerating. But we should
be wary of two things which can still turn the
tables over. First is the political uncertainty and
second is the notion of globalization benefitting a
certain section of society. Protectionist parties
gaining momentum in France and Germany may
affect the world trade and growth adversely.
Therefore, it is too early to comment on whether
we are past protectionism or no.

The IMF in its recent World Outlook Report has
revised up the world GDP growth figure from 3.1
to 3.4 per cent for the year 2017. This is a result of
an increase in economic activities in developed as
well as developing nations. Although the report is
mindful of the uncertainty that looms on us on
account of the policy stance of the United States
under the new administration, it still seems to project
a positive outlook of the world in near future. What
the report clearly states is that continued multilateral
effort is required in several areas to minimize risks
and ensure that Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) are met which includes the goal of promoting
a “universal, rules-based, open, non-discriminatory
and equitable multilateral trading system” under
the WTO.

Last year was rife with incidences that point
towards the changing mindset of people. The rise
of rightwing protectionism in Europe, marked by
Brexit, and coming to power of extremist forces
in the United States of America all had a common
underlying reason – the masses are afraid of what
lies in store if they continue on the path of
globalization. The redeeming factor in all of this
was that still a majority of population believes in
continuing with globalization which is reflected
in the upward facing indicators. However, for
how long can sentiments carry the weight of
globalization? The bodies in-charge will need to
bring about certain measures that indicate their
faith in existing growth model. This is where
WTO can effectively step in.
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The WTO needs to assess what brought about
this onset of negativity in people forcing them to
opt out of myriad benefits that globalization has
to offer. This is mostly rooted in people feeling
excluded from the growth phase and want to
now rectify this. To ensure that this doesn’t have
a negative bearing on world trade, WTO must
try and take corrective reforms in favour of this
demographic. For instance, let’s take into
consideration the ‘special and differential rules’
set up for the developing nations. These were
meant to be reviewed to make them more precise,
effective and operational. But the WTO has failed
to work through the 88 proposals that would fill
the legal vacuum. Also, since WTO makes most
of its decisions by consensus – and achieving this
with 153 nations is a herculean task – the decisionmaking is effectively very slow. The partners
troubled in this process often tend to react with
harsh measures which inadvertently affects the
world trade.
The WTO has also failed to alleviate suffering
when it has the opportunity to do so. As in the case
of natural disaster, the membership will have taken
almost two years to agree and implement temporary
trade concessions for Pakistan, where severe
flooding displaced 20 million people in 2010 and
caused $10 bn of damage. Those measures,
according to the International Centre for Trade and
Sustainable Development, would have boosted
Pakistan’s exports to the EU by at least euro 100
mn this year. Such instances tend to alienate member
states who, then, start relying on more domestic and
regional solutions to their problems.
Another major factor that engendered
negativity towards WTO and undermined its
power was the measures taken by blocs like G8
and WTO ineffectiveness in the face of it. This
reduced the confidence of people in the abilities
of WTO to take string decisions. The WTO has
also failed to clarify the deliberately ambiguous
rules on concluding trade agreements that allow
the poorest countries to be manipulated by the
rich states. For instance, in Africa, during negotiaFOCUS WTO April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)

tions with the EU, countries have been forced to
eliminate tariffs on up to 90 per cent of their trade
because no clear rules exist to protect them.
Such incidences hurt the credibility of WTO
and force people to turn inward, raise
protectionist barriers and favour decisions that
promise a more inclusive growth. These need to
be revised and basic agendas need to be modified
if we desire to continue reaping the benefits of
globalization and trade. Unless this is done, the
minority’s antagonism may threaten to spread
like wild fire and threaten all the work that has
been put in by our predecessors in pulling down
barriers.
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role played by international trade and capital
movements.

Trading Barriers: Immigration and the
Remaking of Globalization
by Margaret E. Peters, Princeton University
Press, 2017.

Free Trade under Fire by Douglas A. Irwin,
Princeton University Press, 2015.

W HY

have countries increasingly restricted
immigration even when they have opened their
markets to foreign competition through trade or
allowed their firms to move jobs overseas?
In Trading Barriers, Margaret Peters argues that
the increased ability of firms to produce
anywhere in the world combined with growing
international competition due to lowered
trade barriers has led to greater limits on
immigration.
Ms. Peters explains that businesses relying on
low-skill labour have been the major proponents
of greater openness to immigrants. Immigration
helps lower costs, making these businesses more
competitive at home and abroad. However,
increased international competition, due to lower
trade barriers and greater economic development
in the developing world, has led many businesses
in wealthy countries to close or move overseas.
Productivity increases have allowed those firms
that have chosen to remain behind to do more with
fewer workers. Together, these changes in the
international economy have sapped the crucial
business support necessary for more open
immigration policies at home, empowered antiimmigrant groups, and spurred greater controls
on migration.
Debunking the commonly held belief that
domestic social concerns are the deciding factor in
determining immigration policy, Trading
Barriers demonstrates the important and influential
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international trade has helped lift
living standards around the world, and yet free
trade is always under attack. Critics complain that
trade forces painful economic adjustments, such as
plant closings and layoffs of workers, and charge
that the World Trade Organization serves the
interests of corporations, undercuts domestic
environmental regulations, and erodes America’s
sovereignty. Why has global trade—and trade
agreements such as NAFTA—become so
controversial? Does free trade deserve its bad
reputation?

In Free Trade under Fire, Douglas Irwin sweeps aside
the misconceptions that litter the debate over trade
and gives the reader a clear understanding of the
issues involved. This fourth edition has been
thoroughly updated to include the most recent
policy developments and the latest research
findings on the impact of trade.

Cooperation and Governance in
International Trade: The Strategic
Organizational Approach
by Beth V. Yarbrough, Robert M. Yarbrough,
Princeton University Press, 2014.

INTERNATIONAL trade liberalization historically

has taken many organizational forms—unilateral,
bilateral, minilateral, and multilateral. Given the
proliferation of normative views about which of
these should be pursued, economists and political
scientists have devoted surprisingly little attention
to the reasons for the observed variation in the
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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chosen forms. This book is the first to develop a
single theoretical framework to account for past
liberalization practices and also to anticipate
ongoing changes in the international organization
of trade policy. Growing out of a multi-disciplinary
effort combining economics, politics, organization,
and law, the book’s strategic organizational
approach will interest students of trade, international relations, or institutional arrangements.
Central to the strategic organizational approach is
the view that organizational variety reflects
alternate governance structures used to facilitate
and enforce agreements. Among the successes of
the approach are explanations of unilateral
liberalization by nineteenth-century Britain, US
governance of multilateral liberalization under the
early post-War GATT, growing use of bilateral
governance to limit non-tariff trade barriers, and
anticipation of major moves towards minilateral
governance, such as Europe/1992 and the CanadaUS Free-Trade Agreement.
Originally published in 1992, the Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand
technology to again make available previously outof-print book from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. The edition preserves
the original texts of this important book while
presenting it in durable paperback and hardcover
editions.

International Trade in the 1970s: The US,
the EC and the Growing Pressure of
Protectionism by Giuseppe La Barca,
A&C Black, 2013.

THE 1970s marked the end of the years in which

the United States was the guarantor of a free world
trade order, while Western Europe made efforts
to catch up with the economic superpower. In this
book, Dr La Barca explains how the trade
environment and trade policies in the United States
and in the European Community during the 1970s
were
more
complex
than
frequently
acknowledged. In particular, he examines the
promotion of greater governmental protection of
national industries and the relationship between
such tendencies and the negotiations aimed at
reducing trade barriers. This analysis shows how
the United States and the European Community
agreed to pursue their protectionist practices,
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thereby creating a barrier to serious efforts to
enable free trade.

The Global Political Economy of Trade
Protectionism and Liberalization: Trade
Reform and Economic Adjustment in
Textiles and Clothing by Tony Heron,
Routledge, 2012.
Given the widely-accepted premise that free trade
is the best means of maximising overall societal
welfare, why has it proven so difficult to achieve
in certain industries? This book tackles arguably
the most perennial and deep-rooted of all questions
in political economy, and questions the incumbent
orthodox liberal theories of collective action.
Using a historical institutionalist framework to
explore and explain the political economy of trade
protectionism and liberalization, this book is based
on detailed case studies of the textiles and clothing
sector in the EU, United States, China, Caribbean
Basin and sub-Saharan Africa. From this, the book
expands to discuss the origins of trade
protectionism and examine the wider political
effects of liberalization, offering an explanation of
why a successful conclusion to the WTO ‘Doha’
round has proven to be so elusive. The book argues
that the regulation of global trade - and the
economic consequences that this has for both
developed and developing countries - has been the
result of the particular way in which trade
preferences are mediated through political
institutions.
The Global Political Economy of Trade Protectionism
and Liberalization will be of interest to those studying
and researching international and comparative
political economy, developing area studies,
economics, law and geography.

Peddling Protectionism: Smoot-Hawley
and the Great Depression
by Douglas A. Irwin, Princeton University
Press, 2011.

THE

Smoot-Hawley tariff of 1930, which raised
US duties on hundreds of imported goods to
record levels, is America’s most infamous trade
law. It is often associated with—and sometimes
blamed for—the onset of the Great Depression, the
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collapse of world trade, and the global spread of
protectionism in the 1930s. Even today, the ghosts
of congressmen Reed Smoot and Willis Hawley
haunt anyone arguing for higher trade barriers;
almost single-handedly, they made protectionism
an insult rather than a compliment. In Peddling
Protectionism, Douglas Irwin provides the first
comprehensive history of the causes and effects of
this notorious measure, explaining why it largely
deserves its reputation for combining bad politics
and bad economics and harming the US and world
economies during the Great Depression.

Starting as a Republican ploy to win the farm vote
in the 1928 election by increasing duties on
agricultural imports, the tariff quickly grew into a
logrolling, pork barrel free-for-all in which duties
were increased all around, regardless of the
interests of consumers and exporters. After
Herbert Hoover signed the bill, US imports fell
sharply and other countries retaliated by
increasing tariffs on American goods, leading US
exports to shrivel as well. While Smoot-Hawley
was hardly responsible for the Great Depression,
Irwin argues, it contributed to a decline in world
trade and provoked discrimination against US
exports that lasted decades.

In four brief, clear chapters, Irwin presents an
authoritative account of the politics behind SmootHawley, its economic consequences, the foreign
reaction it provoked, and its aftermath and legacy.

Peddling Protectionism tells a fascinating story filled
with valuable lessons for trade policy today.
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that have previously spearheaded the free trade
existence such as the US and Europe rather than in
developing countries.”

Protectionism Affects Free Trade
THE rise in protectionism in the world has been

“The free trading system is the engine to the
global economic growth for the last 70 years and
it has been under siege, multilateral negotiations
have gone on for 15 years at the WTO and have
lost momentum.”

affecting free trade that is fueled largely by fears
of job security and the recent backlash by the
United States on free trade.

Incoming, 2018 APEC Business Advisory
Council Chairman, David Toua, said obvious
increase of attacks on free trade has not dampened
the need that free trade presents that has fueled
the global economy for 70 years.
He said at the back of the stance taken by the
current US regime happenings in America and some
of the initiatives by president Trump, with ABAC
members disheartened by the recent backlash of
free trade.
“It is interesting to note the rise of
protectionist measures by governments presents
a critical challenge to the global economy,” Mr
Toua said.
“According to the WTO (World Trade
Organization) monitoring report, in 2016 alone
a total of 182 trade restrictive measures were
introduced. 222 anti-dumping and other trade
remedy measures were nearly taken last year.”
“That is the highest figure since the global
financial crisis of 2008, and more worrisome is the
large scale resentment against trade globalization
among the broader public.”
He said people seem to be losing faith in free
trade with the fear of the concept taking away jobs
through the influx of competing imports to local
production.
“What is striking is that such hostility towards
trade is most conspicuous in advanced economies
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)

He added that despite the increased
protectionism taking place, free trade still has true
testaments in Asian APEC economies that have
benefited greatly from free trade, as positive lights
in the free markets.
“We all know why free trade matters, division
of labour, comparing advantage, global value
chains—all straightforward concepts.”
“Whilst Papua New Guinea is yet to take full
advantage we can see the testament in Hong Kong,
Singapore, Chinese Taipei and other Asian
economies who have achieved unprecedented
growth.”
(http://postcourier.com.pg 17 May 2017)

Fed Man Digs Up Protectionism
Pitfalls
A LEADING voice of the US Federal Reserve (Fed)

was blunt in his assessment of President Donald
Trump’s protectionist policies saying they are too
costly to be workable and there was no alternative
to a free trade regime.
William C. Dudley, the president and chief
executive of the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, said open markets and expanded trade
policies have helped the global economy more than
they have hurt the displaced workers.
“Efforts to suppress open markets and
globalization through protectionism will not
work,” said Mr Dudley.
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He was delivering the keynote address at a
function organised by the US-India Business
Council, the industry lobby CII and the BSE, on
“Benefits and Challenges from Globalization” in
Mumbai.

“while much of Asia has benefited from more
open trade relationships, the gains also reflect
back to US shores.”

Mr Dudley, an influential voice on the US
central bank’s policy direction, offered a strong
defence of open trade borders and said,
“Countries need to compete better, not compete
less. Trade barriers are a very expensive way to
preserve jobs in less competitive or declining
industries.

Netherlands could Serve as
Gateway to EU Market for India:
Dutch Minister
THE Netherlands could serve as an “excellent

“While the gains from a liberalized trade
regime are not guaranteed, the alternative of trying
to achieve a high standard of living by following a
policy of economic isolationism will fail,” he said
and pointed out that “open trade has played a key
role in nearly all of the high-growth success stories
since the middle of the last century”.
Faulty Strategy
Speaking out against protectionism, he warned
it can have “a siren-like appeal”. “Viewed
narrowly, it may be potentially rewarding to
particular segments of the economy in the short
term but viewed more broadly, it would almost
certainly be destructive to economy overall in the
long term.
“Though there are many approaches to dealing
with the costs of globalization, protectionism is a
dead-end as it blunts opportunities in export
industries and reduces the affordability of goods
and services to households. Indeed, such measures
often backfire, resulting in harm to workers and
diminished growth,” he said.
Reeling out numbers to show that global
economic integration has increased dramatically in
recent decades, he said trade has grown from
nearly 40 per cent of global GDP in 1990 to 57 per
cent in 2015, and FDI has increased from 10 per
cent of global GDP to 34 per cent.
Though US President Trump has softened his
protectionist rhetoric to some extent, concerns
still remain over his threat to slap a border trade
tax and the potential for costly trade wars,
especially with China with which the US has a
gaping trade deficit, Mr Dudley said, adding
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(https://www.telegraphindia.com 12 May 2017)

gateway” to the European market for Indian
businesses and the two nations have lots to offer
each other, according to Dutch Foreign Minister
Bert Koenders.
Observing that the Netherlands does not want
protectionism in the world, minister Koenders
pointed out that 80 per cent of India-EU trade is
with countries on the European mainland.
“That’s all the more reason to keep striving for
a trade agreement between India and the European
Union. Even after Brexit, the European Union will
remain one of the largest consumer markets in the
world, with over 450 million citizens,” Mr
Koenders said while addressing an interactive
session organized by industry body CII in New
Delhi.
Maintaining that Britain’s exit from the
European Union, popularly known as Brexit, is
certain, the Dutch minister said no country will
gain from it in the end.
“We want to make the divorce as smooth as
possible, especially when it comes to trade. But it
will hurt, like any divorce. The EU will negotiate
as one: all remaining 27 nations agree on the
Commission’s mandate,” he added.
Mr Koenders noted that increasing
connectivity between India and the Netherlands,
with more direct flights and investments and trade,
underscores that the country is India’s hub to
Europe.
“We don’t want protectionism in the world
which is happening in other countries, we need
social contract. You see that in the US, these forces
we need to combine in an innovative economy,”
Mr Koenders said.
(http://www.deccanchronicle.com 9 May 2017)
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Liberalization will Prevail Over
Protectionism: Arun Jaitley
FINANCE MINISTER Arun Jaitley played down

fears over protectionism saying the need for
greater liberalization will prevail once the debate
on the issue settles down.
Speaking at a seminar at Institute of
International Finance (IIF) in Tokyo (Japan), he said
he did not see the idea of protectionism spreading
globally and weighing on economies including that
of India.
India, he said, will continue to grow at over 7
per cent despite weak global environment and
temporary negative impact on private consumption
from the government’s demonetization of highvalue currency.
“Even though we hear transient voices of
protectionism in the world, at the end of the (day)
it is the companies, consumers who are going to
decide that they will need products or services
which are cost competitive. They cannot be pushed
into inefficiencies,” he said.
“Therefore, hopefully I think the debate (on
protectionism) would sooner than later settle down
and the need for greater global integration and
greater trade itself would prevail,” he added.

He said India has so far not been impacted by
US’ protectionist overtones and hoped nations will
realise that free trade is the only way forward.
Speaking at a session on "Asia’s Economic
Outlook: Talking Trade" on the sidelines of Asian
Development Bank’s 50th annual meet, he said
developed economies are aided when their
companies benefit from cheaper products and more
efficient services outsourced from countries like
India.
“If this itself is reduced, it is quite likely that
these companies themselves may become sluggish
because then you have to rely on products which
are costlier, services which are less effective,” he
said.
He said economies will have to become more
efficient in order to make sure their goods and
services have acceptability all over the world.
On the impact of Trump administration’s
executive orders curbing visas for skilled workers
and ‘Buy American, Hire American’ policy, the
minister said, “I don’t think we have felt any
impact because of the executive order at the
moment.”
He said no economy can be immune from what
happens in the rest of the world.

He said India’s experience has been that
integration and greater liberalization has seen the
economy and trade grow.

“So if there is a global slowdown, the
slowdown will certainly impact demand, exports
and these impacts would be domestically felt also.

“Our own experience has been that global
integration, greater domestic liberalization, greater
integration and more trade has certainly helped
us.

“If commodity or oil prices fluctuate, it is going
to have significant impact on an economy like
India,” he said.

“And the entire momentum and impact of more
trade itself is going to benefit the global economy,”
he added.

While the global economy impacted India, the
country’s large market and domestic demand kept
its economy going, helping it clock 7.5 per cent plus
growth even during global slowdown.

(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 8 May 2017)

“And that is essentially because of a set of large
number of structural reforms.

Protectionism Can Blunt US Firms’
Efficiency, Says Arun Jaitley
THE US firms may become sluggish if cheaper

“One of the major structural reforms was we
became one of the most open economies in the
world, and we simplified FDI procedures and over
the last 2-3 years, we became the largest recipient
globally of FDI and that became a great
additionality of resource for domestic economy,”
he said.

products and efficient services are cut off to them
due to protectionist policies, Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley said today, amid concerns that
protectionism in US can affect Indian companies.
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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So even when domestic investment was
modest, foreign investment coupled with a large
number of government and public spending still
managed to keep the economy going.
“But if you are growing at this pace and you
have the force of global tailwinds, which are
positive, behind you, then certainly you can move
up a lot more.
“We do sustain and survive in spite of what is
happening in the world, but what is happening in
the world certainly does impact us,” he said.
The Finance Minister said trade is going to find
ways and means either by way of multilateral,
unilateral or bilateral arrangements.
“I don’t think there is any force in the world
today that can prevent trade. There are going to
be movements of...persons from one part of the
world to another because economies need experts,
they need technology.
“There is going to be movement of technology,
capital, goods and commodities because some
countries have surplus some countries have
shortage,” he said.
Global trade, he said, either through regional
pacts or any other alternative form will move
forward.
“And even if you have some temporary
setbacks on a particular trade deal, economies in
the long run are going to go into a process of self
realization - did it help us eventually?” he added.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 6 May 2017)

Protectionism in US, Europe a Bit
Worrisome: ADB
THE Asian Development Bank (ADB) said the

emerging orientation in the US and Europe for
protectionism on trade is “worrisome” but not
realistic enough to break the global economy.
A day before finance ministers and central
bank governors met for the ADBs 50th annual
meeting, the multilateral agency’s Chief Economist
Yasuyuki Sawada said it was “difficult” to say if
protectionism was “good or bad” and he did not
want to make any judgement.
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“I think ADB's position is, more open trade and
more open investment climate will be beneficial
for all the countries and economies. In that respect,
I think we should support more open trade
regime,” he told a media briefing.
Citing the example of China which is shifting
itself from export driven economic model to more
internal demand driven model, he said that in his
opinion there was a trend in Asia that “domestic
consumption and investment play a much more
important role than external demand”.
This trend, however, does not deny the
importance of trade, Mr Sawada said.
Asked why there have been no strong
statement from ADB about protectionist measures,
he said, “We don’t think it is a realistic scenario to
consider that the global economy, because of the
policy changes in the US and Europe, will return
back to the broken economy.”
ADB, he said, emphasizes on more open trade
and more free movement of capital to all countries
and it should play an important role to push open
trade and investment regime.
“This emerging orientation of the US and
Europe is little bit worrisome situation but what
I am saying is, it is unrealistic that global economy
will move towards a broken economy that was
happening during intra-war period and I don’t
see that scenario as happening,” Mr
Sawada added.
Last month, a communique from the IMF’s
steering committee in Washington dropped pledge
to resist protectionism on trade.
Omitting its October statement to “resist all
forms of protectionism”, IMF merely stated that
officials are “working to strengthen the
contribution of trade to our economies”.
In March, the finance ministers of G20 nations
in their communique dropped the pledge to resist
protectionism to suit the demand of the United
States.
There are fears that increasing protectionism
in the US like tightening of visa regime
and insistence on using American products
may adversely impact global trade and
investments.
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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The ADB chief economist, however,
said: ”People seem to be worried about this
protectionist sentiment, but I think this is unlikely
(that) the global economy will become like a
broken economy before World War-II. I don’t
think that is happening. That will never happen...
that is an unrealistic scenario”.
Last month, Finance Minister Shri Arun Jaitley,
who attended the ADB meeting, had sounded a
note of caution on protectionism, saying the world
should debate whether it would make the global
economy more efficient or sluggish.
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Urjit
Patel too had in his comments on the world
economy stated that data pointed to a broad-based
upswing in global growth, though risks remain,
such as protectionism and geopolitics.
There is an international push-back against
trade talk emanating from the US, Dr Patel had
stated last month, defending the benefits of an
open trading system.
(http://indiatoday.intoday.in 3 May 2017)

Rising Protectionism Threatens
Asia-Pacific Growth: UN
THE UN has warned that the rise in protectionism

put economic growth in Asia Pacific at risk and
urged countries in the region to improve
governance and fiscal management to bolster
development.
Unveiling its annual report on economic and
social outlook, the UN Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)
highlighted the increase in growth outlook for the
next two years.
According to the report, the Asia-Pacific region,
including countries like China, India, Japan,
Australia and South Korea, would see growth
ranging from 5 to 5.1 per cent in 2017 and 2018.
Even though the numbers signified “modest”
economic growth compared to the recent historical
trend, the report said they were still above the 4.9
per cent growth achieved in 2016.
The UN report highlighted that global
uncertainty - brought about by economic policies
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of several developed nations such as the
introduction of non-tariff measures (NTMs) posed threats for the Asia-Pacific region.
Rising trade protectionism was the most
significant risk to the overall economic outlook,
said the study, with the US policy change and the
UK’s exit from the European Union.
ESCAP added that the rise in free trade barriers
could slow down the estimated growth rate of
developing countries in Asia-Pacific by 1.2 per cent.
The study projected China’s mild downward
economic trend, putting the country’s growth at
6.5 per cent in 2017, compared to 6.7 per cent in
2016.
Despite predicting overall regional moderate
economic growth, the study expected an economic
stability in China as the government introduced
reforms to favour establishment of sectors with
greater value addition.
The report predicted that domestic
consumption would continue to be the main
driving force of the region’s economy, owing to
the fall in exports and private investment triggered
by the 2008 global financial crisis.
ESCAP called for the developing Asia-Pacific
economies to improve governance and fiscal
management, in order to increase its growth
outlook and to combat rising inequalities and
environmental degradation.
“Sustained productivity gains, in turn, will
require effective institutions and better
governance, in both public and private spheres,”
said ESCAP Executive Secretary Shamshad Akhtar.
The study found that inequalities rose as
poverty reduction pace slowed in countries with
weak institutions.
(http://www.business-standard.com 1 May 2017)

Need to Raise Merchandise
Exports: Arvind Panagariya
INDIA has an opportunity to step up merchandise

exports, the rising wave of protectionism
notwithstanding, NITI Aayog Vice Chairman
Arvind Panagariya said.
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“India should not freeze because of the rising
wave of protectionism. Instead, we should be
pushing more aggressively to increase our share
in merchandise exports irrespective of what
happens to the overall global economic growth,”
Dr Panagariya said at the annual session of the
CII.

The outlook pertaining to operational
parameters shows that during the period April to
September 2017, nearly 65 per cent of the
companies expect better sales performance, 42 per
cent expect profits to increase and 40 per cent
expect to invest more than their current
investments levels.

Countering the view that India should also
adopt a protectionist approach when it comes to
its trade pacts, Dr Panagariya said India should
continue to push exports, whether the global
trade pie increase or decreases. “Threatening
countries of similar action can be a solution to
prevent them from taking a protectionist stand
towards India but that should not be India’s
approach,” he said.

Moreover, 31 per cent expect export demand
to be better than what it is now and 27 per cent
plan to hire more, making additions to their
workforce.

Referring to the approach of the United
States towards global trade under the Trump
regime, Dr Panagariya said, “I am cautiously
optimistic that we will see some gradual
turnaround in the US.”
Speaking on the advent of technology and
its impact on jobs, he said India has ample time
before technology takes over jobs in India. “India
has a lot of labour intensive sectors like textile,
apparel, where good jobs exist. We still have 15
years to put our house in order before technology
takes over,” he said, shrugging off any threats
to jobs.

However, a majority of the firms are still not
getting the benefits of credit flow at lower lending
rates despite a cut in interest rates by banks, says
the report.
About 67 per cent of the participants
responded in the negative when asked if they have
benefited from the lower cost of credit, indicating
that a large set of companies is not getting the
benefit of credit flow at lower rates.
According to the survey, nearly 54 per cent
participating companies feel that current economic
conditions are ‘moderately to substantially better’
compared to the previous six months.
Further, the economy is expected to do even
better in the coming six months according to 79
per cent of the participating companies.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 30 April 2017)

(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 29 April 2017)

Protectionism a Big Worry for
India’s Exports: Report
T HE protectionist approach of developed

economies could have an adverse impact on export
performance of India, which is already grappling
with low demand as the majority of companies are
not getting the benefit of credit flow at lower rates,
says a report.
However, the impact of demonetization seems
to have ebbed at a much faster pace than earlier
anticipated, according to the findings of FICCI’s
latest Business Confidence Survey.
The survey was conducted during the months
of March-April 2017 and saw participation of nearly
185 companies.
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Trump Steps Back from
Protectionism
PRESIDENT Trump’s time in office has so far been

marked by sudden reversals on key policy positions
— from his opposition to the Export-Import Bank
to his pledge to label China a currency manipulator.
Some flip-flops have been praiseworthy, while
others are merely concessions to reality. Still,
others suggest Mr Trump isn’t immune to the
beguiling miasma rising from the Washington
swamp.
In the category of praiseworthy are Mr Trump’s
second thoughts about ditching the North
American Free Trade Agreement, which has
governed trade relations with Mexico and Canada
for 23 years.
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Mr Trump has called it “one of the worst deals
ever” and “a total disaster.” He was set to
announce withdrawal on his 100th day in office.
Then he thought better of it.
As he was about to sign the document initiating
withdrawal, Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross and
Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue showed him
a map of all the areas in the US that would be hard
hit by withdrawal. Now Mr Trump says he would
like to renegotiate the pact rather than withdraw
from it.
His sudden change of mind reinforces the
understanding that he is erratic. But it also shows
a willingness to listen and learn. NAFTA has
brought millions of jobs and billions of dollars to
the economy.
As Mark Vargas recently wrote in a Washington
Examiner op-ed, trade with Mexico, our secondlargest trade partner, comes to about $1 million
traveling between the two economies every
minute.
Most economists say NAFTA has been
beneficial. It has hurt some communities,
including some that voted overwhelmingly for
Mr Trump last November. But the damage
attributed to it has been overblown. In many
cases, automation, technology and trade
with China have played bigger roles. Overall,
NAFTA has made American businesses more
competitive.
It’s also helped mitigate problems that Mr
Trump promised to address. Free trade with
Mexico is part of the reason why fewer Mexicans
seek a better life in America. They don’t have to,
because free trade has helped create a life that’s
pretty good for most Mexicans.
Mr Trump should renegotiate and modernize
the trade deal. That can be done by, among other
things, reforming the dispute-settlement process,
eliminating barriers to digital trade, and ditching
onerous environmental and labour mandates.
Withdrawing from NAFTA would spark a trade
war and leave all three countries worse off. Mr
Trump’s reversal will anger some of his
supporters, but it’ll mean a better life for most.
(http://www.washingtonexaminer.com 30 April 2017)
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Jaitley Cautions against Rising
Trend of Protectionism
FINANCE MINISTER Arun Jaitley has sounded a
note of caution on protectionism, saying the world
should debate whether it would make the global
economy more efficient or sluggish.
The minister, however, took comfort from the
fact that voices of protectionism are not heard in
India.
“…You suddenly found a contrarian trend now
moving in the developed economies itself. The
reasons would be different in each economy and
the trend really is can we reverse this whole
process. And that’s a little worry which does
exist,”Shri Jaitley said while referring to the
growing voices of protectionism especially in the
United States.
Increasing protectionism in the US like
tightening of visa regime and insistence on using
American products may adversely impact global
trade and investments.
“In the US, a question has already arisen that
whether US corporations would be compelled to
buy products, which are costlier. Whether they
would be compelled to hire professionals or engage
services which are relatively costlier.
“What would then be the plight of the
economy? Will it be more efficient or will it be more
sluggish? I am sure that this debate will continue
in each of the countries where debate on
protectionism has begun,” he said at the CII annual
session.
Referring to the developments in the United
Kingdom, he said the British leadership is insisting
that Brexit should not be construed as any form of
protectionism and instead they want to engage
more with European Union as well as India.
India, he said, over the last few years have
shown a greater ability to reform and undertook
courageous and structural reform.
“We have benefited both from domestic
liberalization and also where we integrated
ourselves. Our ability to provide services is
certainly unquestioned, it is certainly better than
most other economies. Can we improve our ability
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on manufacturing, that is where we have a lot of
distance to cover,” he said.
(https://telanganatoday.news 28 April 2017)

US’ Protectionist Policies Could
Backfire: RBI Governor
TAKING a dig at the US’ protectionist policies,

Reserve Bank of India Governor Urjit Patel said
US firms like Apple and IBM would not have
grown to become the conglomerates they are
today, had they sourced all their requirements
locally.
“Where would Apple be, where would Cisco
be, where would IBM be if they were not sourcing
the best products and talent from across the world?
And, if policies come in the way of that, then the
big wealth creators in a country that advocates
protectionism are ultimately affected,” he said after
delivering the Third Kotak Family Distinguished
Lecture at the Columbia University’s School of
International and Public Affairs in New York
recently.
His comments come in the wake of the US and
Australia tightening their immigration policies in
a bid to force companies to cut down on
outsourcing and to hire locally.
He also cautioned supporters of such policies
that using trade instruments for protectionism
could take a country away from its growth path.
Dr Patel, however, expressed the hope that the
US policies will eventually be eased. “I don’t think
that we have heard the last word on US policy talk
about this because there is a push back
internationally that the world has benefited from
an open trading system.”

“They (US companies) are also here (in India).
They are earning their margins, they are earning
their profits which go to the US economy,” she
said.
(http://www.newindianexpress.com 26 April 2017)

Protectionism will Hurt Global
Economy, People Welfare:
Arun Jaitley
INCREASING trade protectionism will hurt

the
global economy and welfare of people, Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley has warned.
“Questions are raised today in certain quarters
about the global compact, which we have
developed over the years—multilateralism driving
the rule-based flow of goods and services—to
deliver growth, development and poverty
reduction for all and achievement of global public
good.
The attempt to change the discourse from
opening up and focusing on competitive advantage
to increased protectionism will only hurt the global
economy and welfare of people, Shri Jaitley said
in his address to the World Bank Development
Committee.
“We need to bond together and renew our
compact to protect the world from falling into spiral
of slow economic growth, rising inequality and
irreversibly altered climate, conflict and fragility,”
said the Finance Minister.
“I would thus like to call upon this august
gathering today to reaffirm our full commitment
to the mandate of the Development Committee and
to deliver Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
and our own twin goals.”

According to Dr Patel, the calls for
protectionism are on account of equity and
domestic distribution issues. These, he noted, could
be addressed through domestic fiscal policy such
as taxation and income transfers rather than
resorting to reversing liberal policies.

Noting that there is no doubt that the
developing world needs large and growing
resources for achieving SDGs and the twin goals
of our institutions, he said this necessity is the
underlying argument of the billions to trillions
discourse.

While Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had
warned that such policies could hurt global
economy, Commerce Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
reminded Donald Trump that several big US
companies are in India, too.

“All the developing countries also know that
mobilization of larger domestic resources and
creating conditions for better flow of investment
finance from both domestic and international
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private sector would be necessary for achieving
their development ambitions,” he said.
At the same time, it would be necessary for
the multilateral system, especially the World Bank
Group, to be stronger than ever to play a
meaningful and decisive role in translating this
development agenda into reality, he asserted.
In his address, the Finance Minister said that
the World Bank should provide leadership in
setting global standards in terms of financing,
process efficiency, benchmarking, operations,
monitoring and evaluation.
“We also sincerely hope that the implementation
of the new safeguards and procurement policies is
indeed characterized by adoption of country
systems, a shorter processing time for all clients
and hands-on implementation support in fragile
and low capacity countries,” he said.
Observing that enormity of the development
challenges, its financing and the required
knowledge support are continuously changing, Shri
Jaitley said this calls for development approach
which is constantly evolving and is based on real
partnership.
“The sustainability of developmental reforms
relating to infrastructure, energy, human capital,
resource mobilization and knowledge development
can be ensured in partnership mode on a long-term
basis,” Shri Jaitley said.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 23 April 2017)

India, Russia and China could
Fight for Free Trade against US
Protectionism
T HE Trump Administration’s gospel “Buy
American, Hire American” is making the postBretton Woods world order, based on free trade
and globalization, increasingly redundant day
by day. Experts believe it is up to economies
like Russia, China and India and other like-minded
countries to preserve the current architecture
of global governance, removing barriers to trade
and promoting sustainable development.

“India and Russia are two pillars of stability
in Eurasia and along with China form a triangle
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of stability in the world. All three have huge stakes
in the current global order based on free trade and
sustainable development especially when global
politics is being dominated by rhetoric on
protectionism, anti-climate change stance,
targeting select few countries on personal whims,”
Mr. Georgy Toloraya, Director of the Centre
for Russian Strategy in Asia at the Institute
of Economics of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
told Sputnik.
President Trump has added Canada as well
to the list of countries he “accuses of preying on US
workers and exploiting naïve American trade
policies”. There is a long list of measures that his
administration has taken since inauguration on 20
January to protect so-called American interests,
beginning with pulling out of the Trans-Pacific
Partnership.
While Mr Trump has mellowed down a bit
in relation to China due to Beijing’s stand on the
Syrian and North Korean crisis and also avoided
designating the country a currency manipulator,
the US President’s overall views on trade ties
with China are hardly inspiring since his campaign
days.
According to a report in the New York Times,
Mr Trump is soon going to order a fresh probe
into allegations of steel dumping by China, Japan,
Mexico and other exporters to the US. Not only
that, his administration is likely to use “national
security” logic to defend the interests of the US
steel industry.
The H-1B visa overhaul in the US has set
in motion the politics of protectionism in other
Western countries. The Australian government, led
by Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, who was
reportedly lectured by Mr Trump on tightening
visa norms during their first call, has scrapped the
457-visa programme used by over 95,000 temporary
foreign workers, a majority of them Indians,
to tackle unemployment. Last year, the UK
toughened its visa rules and raised the cost of visas
by introducing new measures.
“The world has become extremely uncertain
and the rules of the game have changed
with many global institutions proving to be
insufficient to address many of these challenges.
It is the combined influence of like-minded
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countries like Russia and India which can
promote a value-laden, rules-based system
where even weaker and less developed countries
have their say,” Shri Sunjoy Joshi, President,
at the New Delhi-based Observer Research
Foundation, told Sputnik.
Trade, like electricity, moves in the direction
of least resistance, and China is key to Eurasian
economic integration along with its One Belt, One
Road initiative. The emerging thinking within
China is to channel their savings within Asia instead
of routing it to the US, Srinath Raghavan, senior
fellow at the Centre for Policy Research in New
Delhi, noted in an earlier article on Sputnik.
(https://sputniknews.com 21 April 2017)

Nirmala Sitharaman Refers to US
Cos. in India as Protectionism
Raises Concerns
CONCERNED over Indian companies getting hit
by tightening of US visa rules, Union Commerce
Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman has said that the
“whole debate” has to be expanded to include
several American firms that are earning their
profits in India.

The comments assume significance in the wake
of Indian companies, especially IT services
providers, getting concerned over protectionism
by the US and several other countries.
Smt Sitharaman said, “Let us also understand
that not just Indian companies in the US, several
big US companies are in India too. They are also
here, they are earning their margins, they are
earning their profits which goes to the US
economy.
“So, it is a situation where it’s not just unilateral
just Indian companies having to face the US
executive order, there are several US companies
in India who are doing business for some years
now and therefore I want this whole debate to be
... if it has to be expanded, it has to be expanded
to include all these aspects and we shall ensure
that all these factors are kept in mind.”
The minister said that developed nations are
now clearly raising protectionist walls with regard
to flow of labour and a WTO-backed global
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framework is needed to facilitate the services
trade. Citing examples of the US, the UK, Australia
and New Zealand, which are making their visa
norms stricter for movement of skilled
professionals, she said: “Countries are now very
clearly raising protectionist walls as regards service
trade.”
“And it is time that we have a global
framework within which trade in services can
happen. We will be actively pursuing our proposal
in the WTO,” she told reporters.
The proposal is aimed at liberalizing rules for
movement of professionals and other steps to
reduce transaction costs to boost services growth.
India is pitching for this pact at the WTO as
the services sector contributes over 60 per cent to
GDP and 28 per cent to total employment. The
move is aimed at developing a broader framework
governing global services trade similar to a pact
implemented by the WTO on goods trade. India
wants all the member countries to study the
proposal before the forthcoming ministerial
meeting in Argentina in December.
About the executive order signed by US
President Donald Trump on H-1B visas, she said
America has committed a certain number of these
visas to India and “we would definitely want
America to honour that commitment”.
The minister is in touch with the Indian industry
on these issues amid fears that the new American
visa regime would make visas more expensive and
restrictive.
She further said Finance Minister Arun Jaitley,
who was in the US, would take up the matter with
the US administration.
“It is not just the US, but several countries now
adopting such measures,” she said, suggesting that
the government and the industry need to work
together on the issue.
According to Smt Sitharaman, India will engage
with these countries to sort out the visa related
matters. The restrictive visa regime would also
impact the US companies that are operating in
India.
“So, it is not a unilateral (issue) where Indian
companies would have to face this, there are several
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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US companies in India which are doing business
for years here,” she said.
Asked whether India would drag the US and
Australia to the WTO’s dispute resolution
mechanism, she said: “At this stage, we will engage
constructively. At the same time, India will ensure
it will not accept unfair treatment.”
Indian IT companies use temporary work visas
to send employees to work on client sites. With
visa programmes in these countries becoming more
rigorous, domestic technology firms will face
challenges in movement of skilled professionals
and spike in their operational costs.
These companies get over 60 per cent of their
revenues from the North American market, about
20 per cent from Europe and the remaining from
the other economies. With the rising
protectionism across markets like the US, the UK,
Singapore and Australia, domestic companies are
beginning to adjust their business models to
reduce their dependence on visas by hiring more
locals.
The US, under a new executive order, proposes
to replace the current lottery system for issuing
H-1B work visas with a merit-based approach. The
country is reviewing its visa programme for foreign
workers to curb purported abuse and frauds
related to visas.
Similarly, Australia has abolished a work visa
programme — 457 visa — used by over 95,000
temporary foreign workers, a majority of them
Indians, to tackle the growing unemployment in
the country. New Zealand, too, is introducing
tougher norms for immigrant workers. One of the
changes will need immigrants to get a job in which
they earn at least the median income to qualify as
skilled.
Speaking at the Hero Mindmine Summit, Smt
Sitharaman said India has asked the WTO for a
special session to discuss “why trade facilitation
in services cannot be formalised”.
She was “surprised” that trade in services does
not have any global framework despite the fact
that “trade in services has a very big chunk” in
global trade. The minister said, she always protests
when movement of skilled professionals is being
equated with asylum-seeking migrants.
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)

“... So, this false equivalence which is being
brought to manage numbers is just a smokescreen
behind which many countries do realise that they
are going to have to depend on these services
trade,” said the Commerce Minister. She rejected
the view of developed countries that Indian
professionals are taking away their jobs.
Citing an example, she said the UK charges
extra visa fee and uses that money to train their
own people. “Increasingly, we are approaching
bodies like the WTO to question such practices in
the services sector,” said Smt Sitharaman, adding
that many of the rich countries are framing policies
on their “whims and fancies”.
This kind of discretionary use of measures to
control movement of professional is “hurting them
and us also”. Asked about demographic dividend,
Mohandas Pai, former director of Infosys, said
there are “no” demographic dividend in India as
crores of youth are unemployed here.
“... we are in the midst of a disaster. But
whatever we produce, that is adequate to serve
the world because of digitisation,” he said.
“India produces a million engineers, of which
two lakh are good quality, 2,00,000 can be trained
and the balance 60 per cent can drive Ola and Uber.
I mean they are good for that.”
The minister, however, asserted that the
remaining lot will not be driving Ola only, they
will do better things. She added that the
government is taking a lot of steps to impart skills
to the youth.
(http://www.news18.com 20 April 2017)

Trade Protectionism Threatens
Global Economy
THE global economy is in a broad-based upturn

with core inflation at last on the rise, according to
a majority of economists polled by Reuters, but
the worldwide gains remain under threat from
trade protectionism.
Those findings come as the semi-annual
gathering of finance officials from the International
Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the Group
of 20 major economies kicks off in Washington,
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where the case against protectionist trade policies
is expected to be a major theme.
Recent optimism on the global economy found
in the Reuters poll is based on manufacturing and
trade gains in some major economies and is in line
with the IMF’s upgraded projections in its latest
quarterly World Economic Outlook.
“For the first time in five years, all the major
economies seem to be growing in sync,” noted
Ajay Rajadhyaksha, head of macro research at
Barclays.
“The global trade recession is over, fears of
deflation have faded even as inflation pressures
seem muted and the worst fears on global trade—
such as the US immediately imposing tariffs on
major trading partners—have not come to pass.”

answered an additional question in the Reuters
poll, suggesting broad agreement among
economists on the need to resist protectionism.
While US Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross
said such warnings were “rubbish,” because the
United States was less protectionist than its trading
partners, President Trump has made reducing trade
deficits a key focus of his economic agenda to try
to grow US manufacturing jobs.
Doubts have risen, however, not only about
Mr Trump’s ability to push through reflationary
policies, but also around his other promises as
confidence has eroded after the US
Administration’s failed attempt to overhaul
healthcare.

The Reuters poll of over 500 economists across
Asia, Europe and the Americas, however,
suggested that concern remains about trade
nationalism.

“A rise in trade protectionism is still one of
the major threats, even though it would appear
that the likelihood of this taking place having
subsided a bit,” said Elwin de Groot, senior market
economist at Rabobank.

But on the economy as a whole, it revealed
upgrades, or no change to growth forecasts
compared with previous months, as well as a
slightly stronger inflation outlook across most
countries.

Protectionism, though, is not restricted just to
Washington. There is a rise in nationalist sentiment
worldwide, starting with Britain’s vote last year
to leave the European Union and including various
candidates in France’s presidential election.

Global growth is forecast to rise to 3.4 per cent
this year, followed by 3.5 per cent next — back
above the pace it was expanding at before the
financial crisis struck almost a decade ago.

Euro zone economic growth is forecast to be
steady despite the potential disruptions.

While the latest consensus was slightly lower
than the IMF’s projection of 3.5 per cent global
growth in 2017, the range of forecasts in the poll
pointed to a slightly more optimistic outlook this
time around, with higher highs.
Global trade is on track to expand 2.4 per cent
this year after growing at the slowest pace since
the financial crisis, just 1.3 per cent, in 2016,
according to the World Trade Organization.
WTO director-general Roberto Azevedo has
said that there was “deep uncertainty” about
economic and policy developments, particularly in
the United States and clarity was needed on US
President Donald Trump’s “America First” trade
policies.
Similar concerns were voiced by an
overwhelming majority of economists who
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“While most of the attention in Europe has been
on national elections, the economy has been
improving steadily, helped by a rebound in
business investment and contributions from
household consumption and public spending,” said
Barclays’ Ajay Rajadhyaksha.
“Meanwhile, the effect of the Brexit vote on
both the UK and the euro area so far has been less
significant than most expected.”
Indeed, previous Reuters poll showed a hard
Brexit would cause the most damage to Britain’s
economy, but the latest survey showed growth
forecasts were upgraded for the UK from last
month.
“Plenty of political, geopolitical and policy
uncertainties persist... and changes in the world
order will no doubt unfold in the coming
years. But for now there is no denying that the
data globally have been better than expected,”
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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Janet Henry, chief economist at HSBC, wrote in
a note.
“Inevitably there is a sense that things are
finally returning to a ‘more normal’ environment
whereby the extraordinary world of near-zero
rates and frequent doses of quantitative easing may
no longer be required to sustain even a mediocre
expansion.”
(https://www.businessworld.ie 20 April 2017)

We should Work Together to
Oppose Trade Protectionism:
BRICS
THE BRICS nations have asked the international
community to work together to oppose trade
protectionism and create an equitable and
transparent global trade and investment
environment amid the rise of “inward-looking”
tendencies and anti-globalization thinking.

“The global trade and investment are in
stagnation and the multilateral trade system is
being affected. Economic globalization has suffered
setbacks and we have witnessed the rise of inwardlooking and protectionist tendencies in some
countries’ policies and the growth of ‘antiglobalization’ thinking,” China’s Permanent
Representative to the UN Liu Jieyi said in his
address to the High-level Sustainable Development
Goals Financing Lab on behalf of the BRICS Group.
The BRICS nations include Brazil, Russia, India,
China and South Africa.
He said there is a need to improve the global
economic governance and create an enabling
international environment for development.
“We should work together to create an
equitable, open and transparent international trade
and investment environment, oppose trade
protectionism and push for an early completion of
the Doha Round negotiation of the WTO (World
Trade Organization),” he said.
China, which assumed the BRICS presidency
for 2017, said developed countries should bear the
primary responsibility in financing for
development, honour their ODA (Official
Development Assistance) commitments, fulfil the
commitments under Technology Facilitation
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)

Mechanism, help developing countries with
capacity building and offer further debt reduction
and market access to developing countries.
“As North-South cooperation is the main
channel of development financing, the
international community must uphold the principle
of “common but differentiated responsibilities”
(CBDR) and push North-South cooperation to
continue to play its key role.
“Attention should be given to the alignment
of ODA with the countries’ situations and actual
needs of developing countries in order to better
meet their development concerns,” Mr. Jieyi said.
“Each country has primary responsibility for
its own economic and social development. SouthSouth cooperation is not a substitute to NorthSouth cooperation, but an expression of solidarity
among peoples and countries of the South, based
on their shared experiences and objectives,” he said.
“The BRICS group also called for expediting
the reform of the international financial system,
increase the representation and voice of emerging
markets and developing countries, and create a
stable economic environment and a fair regulatory
environment for countries to work together for
development and share in the fruits.
“Major economies need to strengthen macroeconomic policy coordination, reinforce the
regulation of the international financial market and
build a stable, pluralistic and risk-resilient
international monetary system so as to avoid
systemic risks caused by drastic policy fluctuations
which will produce negative spill-over effects on
developing countries,” Mr Jieyi said.
He added that international cooperation for
development is faced with the daunting challenges
of declining political will, dwindling resources and
fragmentation of efforts.
However, financing for development is the key
to the implementation of the 2030 agenda for
sustainable development.
“The international community needs to take a
strategic and long-term view of financing for
development and actively advance international
cooperation in this area at the national, regional
and international levels based on renewed and
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enhanced global partnership for sustainable
development, to mobilize adequate resources for
the realization of sustainable development by all
countries, especially developing countries,” he said.
He also underlined the need to strengthen
political will and meaningfully implement the Doha
Declaration on Financing for Development and the
Addis Ababa Action Agenda.
(http://www.dnaindia.com 19 April 2017)

IMF Raises Global Growth
Forecast, Warns Against
Protectionism
THE International Monetary Fund (IMF) has raised

its 2017 global growth forecast due to
manufacturing and trade gains in Europe, Japan
and China, but warned that protectionist policies
threaten to choke a broad-based recovery.
The IMF, whose spring meetings with the
World Bank get underway in Washington this
week, forecast that the global economy would grow
3.5 per cent in 2017, up from its previous forecast
of 3.4 per cent in January.

In its latest World Economic Outlook, the Fund
said that chronically weak advanced economies are
expected to benefit from a cyclical recovery in
global manufacturing and trade that started to gain
momentum last summer.
“The economic upswing that we have expected
for sometime seems to be materializing,” IMF Chief
Economist Maurice Obstfeld wrote in the report.
The IMF lifted Japan’s 2017 growth projection
by 0.4 percentage point from January, to 1.2 per
cent, while the euro zone and China both saw a
0.1 percentage point growth forecast increase to
1.7 and 6.6 per cent, respectively.
Meanwhile, the IMF held its 2017 US growth
forecast steady at 2.3 per cent, which still represents
a substantial jump from 1.6 per cent growth in 2016,
partly due to expectations that President Donald
Trump will cut taxes and increase government
spending.
The IMF also revised Britain’s growth forecast
to 2.0 per cent for 2017, up a half percentage point
from January.
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Mr Obstfeld said an anticipated pullback in
consumer spending after last year’s UK vote to
leave the European Union (EU) had so far failed
to materialize. He added that uncertainty over
Britain’s snap elections announced would not
necessarily change the outlook, but a clear mandate
from the British people could help Brexit
negotiations.
“There was already uncertainty on how the
negotiation would go and what its final outlines
would be. So, it may be that this is a trade-off of a
little more uncertainty before 8 June for less
uncertainty later,” Mr Obstfeld told a news
conference.
Although growth looks to be strengthening
broadly among advanced and emerging market
economies as well as oil and commodity exporters
that are starting to benefit from a commodity price
recovery, including Russia and Brazil, the IMF said
the recovery remains fragile.
The outlook faces headwinds from chronically
weak productivity growth and policies that could
constrict trade, the IMF said. It did not specifically
mention the Trump Administration’s “America
First” trade agenda aimed at reducing US trade
deficits and turning away more imports.
“One salient threat is a turn towards
protectionism, leading to trade warfare,” Mr
Obstfeld said, adding this “would result in a selfinflicted wound that would lead to higher prices
for consumers, lower productivity and therefore,
lower overall real income for households.”
The case against trade protectionism is expected
to be a major theme of the semi-annual gathering
of finance officials from the IMF, the World Bank
and the Group of 20 major economies later this
week. IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde
has warned that a “sword of protectionism” hung
over a brightening global outlook.
US commerce secretary Wilbur Ross pushed
back in a Financial Times interview, saying such
warnings were aimed at the Trump Administration
and were “rubbish,” because the US was less
protectionist than its trading partners.
The IMF also said that risks to the global outlook also could come from a faster-than-expected
pace of interest rate hikes in the US, which could
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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trigger a sharp rise in the dollar and disruptive
capital outflows from emerging markets.

revenues will stay well below the boom years,
she added.

The Fund also said China’s strong growth was
clouded in the medium term by “growing
vulnerabilities” associated with its reliance creditfuelled growth.

“At the same time, there are clear downside
risks: political uncertainty, including in Europe, the
sword of protectionism hanging over global trade,
and tighter global financial conditions that could
trigger disruptive capital outflows from emerging
and developing economies,” Ms Lagarde said.

(http://www.livemint.com 18 April 2017)

IMF Leader Warns Against Trade
Protectionism
GLOBAL economic recovery is gaining momentum
but could be cut off by a “sword of protectionism”
now threatening global trade, Christine Lagarde,
Managing Director, International Monetary Fund
said.

Ms Lagarde, speaking ahead of IMF and World
Bank spring meetings in Washington, argued for
countries to strengthen the post-War open trade
architecture by cooperating multilaterally to solve
trade issues such as reducing excessive external
imbalances.
Her prepared remarks did not specifically
mention US President Donald Trump’s “America
First” trade agenda that aims to restrict imports
into the United States.
But she said restricting trade would be a “selfinflicted wound” that would disrupt supply chains
and raise prices for components and consumer
goods, hitting the poor hardest.
For the first time in years, she said the global
economy “has a spring in its step” as the Fund
prepares to release new growth estimates on 18
April.
“The good news is that, after six years of
disappointing growth, the world economy is
gaining momentum as a cyclical recovery holds out
the promise of more jobs, higher incomes and
greater prosperity going forward.”
The prospects are better for advanced
economies, where manufacturing activity is
stronger, as well as for emerging and developing
economies, which will contribute more than
three quarters of global GDP growth this year,
she said. Higher oil and commodity prices have
aided many commodity exporters, but their
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She reiterated her call for countries to use fiscal
and monetary policy to boost demand and structural
reforms to make economies more efficient.
She also voiced concern about lagging
productivity growth and called for more
investments in research. She said trade promotes
efficiency and innovation, citing forthcoming IMF
research which estimates that China’s integration
into the global trading system accounted for as
much as 10 per cent of advanced economies’ overall
productivity gains between the mid-1990s and the
mid-2000s.
Governments also need to find better ways to
aid workers who are displaced by technology and
trade flows, Ms Lagarde said.
“There is no magic formula. But we do know
that greater emphasis on retraining and vocational
training, job search assistance, and relocation
support can help those affected by labour market
dislocations,” Ms Lagarde added.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 12 April 2017)

India Believes in Globalization, Not
Protectionism: Amitabh Kant
INDIA believes in globalization and foreign direct

investment in the country will grow “unabated”
despite talks on “protectionist” policies in the West,
NITI Aayog CEO Amitabh Kant said.
Addressing a gathering of senior diplomats
from various countries and business leaders at the
annual Ambassador’s Meet in New Delhi, he also
asserted India is young and ambitious and it wants
to keep the growth rate target of 9 per cent.
“We have seen Brexit, and (US President
Donald) Trump talking of protectionism. But, we
believe in globalization and we have opened up
India’s economy.
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“Our FDI growth has gone up by 60 per cent
while the world FDI has fallen by 16 per cent. So,
our FDI regime will grow unabated despite trends
to do the reverse being seen globally, at places
elsewhere,” Shri Kant said.
The NITI Aayog CEO also said India has become
a centre of “frugal engineering” and technology
will help it “leapfrog” in multiple sectors, including
health and innovation and make the country more
prosperous.
Shri Kant also emphasized on the economic
roadmap of India, saying, “mobile telephony a
nd biometric-driven services” would be the
future.
A Trade and Investment Facilitation Service
(TIFS), a one-stop-shop portal set up by the PHD
Chamber of Commerce, was also launched on the
occasion.
High Commissioner of Canada to India Nadir
Patel said Indo-Canadian ties were “booming,
thriving and getting stronger”.
“All metrics are going in the right direction but
Canada and India can do more together. And also
collectively with multilateral cooperation. I also
hope business chambers in both countries would
work closely together,” he said.
Acting Deputy Chief of Mission, US Embassy,
George N. Sidley said, America wants to be
“player and not a spectator” in helping India on
its growth story.
“Prosperity of India is in our national security
interest. And, growing ties in trade and other areas
is in our interest.
Shri Amar Sinha, Secretary, Economic
Relations, MEA said, “Energy security, food
security, and defence production were three main
sectors in which India seeks cooperation with other
counties.”
The meeting hosted by PHD Chamber was
attended, among others, by about 5-10
Ambassadors and nearly 50 other senior diplomats
from the European Union and African countries, a
senior official of the Chamber said.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 1 Apirl 2017)
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China Opposes Trade
Protectionism, Supports Free
Trade: Chinese Vice Premier
C HINA opposes various forms of

trade
protectionism and supports free trade, Vice Premier
Zhang Gaoli said, reaffirming Beijing’s stance amid
worries over weak global demand. “China is willing
to work with other countries to oppose various forms
of trade and investment protectionism,” Mr Zhang
told the China Development Forum in Beijing. “We
should unwaveringly push forward economic
globalization … we cannot stop our footsteps because
of temporary difficulties.” Mr. Zhang said world
policy-makers should make the globalization process
more “inclusive” by putting more emphasis on
equality. “The world economy is in a deep adjustment,
growth is weak and trade protectionism is rising,”
Mr. Zhang said.
Beijing is struggling to cope with weak global
demand and faces risks from growing US trade
protectionism as the administration under new
President Donald Trump shows an aversion to
globalization. In January, Chinese President Xi
Jinping, as a keynote speaker at the World
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, offered a
vigorous defence of globalization and signalled
Beijing’s desire to play a bigger role on the world
stage.
(http://indianexpress.com 19 March 2017)

Opportunity for India, China to
Form Close Ties: Officials
THE current flux in the international situation

could be an opportune moment for Asian giants
India and China, whose ties have been marked by
mutual suspicion, to forge close ties that could lend
predictability to the global system, officials from
the two countries said at a meeting in Beijing.
Indian Foreign Secretary Shri S. Jaishankar,
who was in Beijing for the first India-China
strategic dialogue, told reporters that officials from
both sides had “useful” exchanges on international
issues.
“It was important at this time because the
feeling was that the international situation is in flux
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and both India and China have been beneficiaries
of a stable and open international system and at
this time probably one thing that we could do
together was a more stable, substantive, forward
looking India-China relationship which would
inject a greater amount of predictability into the
international system,” he said.

On other irritants in the relationship—such as
China’s block on India’s efforts to gain admission
into the elite Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) and
its reluctance to get Pakistan-based militant
Maulana Masood Azhar designated a terrorist
under UN rules—India and China did not seem to
have made any progress.

The reference was to statements by US
President Donald Trump advocating trade
protectionism, calling for immigration curbs and
withdrawing from the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) trade deal.

On the Chinese Foreign Ministry calling for
“solid evidence” to get Azhar banned, Shri
Jaishankar said, “in the case of Azhar, Jaish itself
is proscribed” by the UN. “So the proof is in action.
In this case what he has done, extent of his actions,
are well-documented,” he said.

The TPP, the cornerstone of former President
Barack Obama’s Asia strategy, aimed to integrate
Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the US and
Vietnam into one trading bloc. Although China
wasn’t included in the deal, US President Trump’s
announcement of the pullout was followed
immediately by Chinese President Xi Jinping
pledging support for globalization and slamming
protectionism.
A person familiar with the developments said
Shi Jaishankar’s comments were aimed as much at
China as the US adding, “It is India’s way of telling
China not to resort to protectionism and to walk
the talk. India’s pharmaceutical and IT industries
have been facing problems in entering China and
this is due to non-tariff barriers.”
Shri Jaishankar, in his statement, said that India
had made its “concerns about the (bilateral) trade
deficit very clear to the Chinese side and it was
agreed that the Joint Economic Group which is
headed by the Commerce and Industry Minister
Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman will meet early to review
this.”
India-China trade tops $70 billion but almost
$53 billion accounts for Chinese imports to India.
“The Chinese have taken some measures but clearly
these haven’t addressed the problem in a
substantive way,” Shri Jaishankar said. “In terms
of the forward progress there was a recognition
that the investment climate has improved in India.
Chinese foreign direct investment has gone up
very substantially. The fact that today visas and
exchanges between us are going much better,” he
said.
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“On the NSG issue, (the) Chinese side
underlined that they are open to India’s application
for membership. They have their view of
procedures and processes. These were different
from where we are at the moment and most of the
group is at the moment,” Shri Jaishankar said.
“I would say, overall, I felt my visit was
certainly useful in conveying to the Chinese side
our concerns and priorities and gaining from them
an appreciation and their understanding of the
world situation and in what manner we could
work together,” he said.
(http://www.livemint.com 23 February 2017)

India won’t Fall Back on
Protectionism, Reforms to
Goon: Finance Minister
INDIA will continue to open up its economy and
push through economic reforms aimed at healthy
growth rates bucking the trend at a time when
many developed countries were increasingly
“falling back on protectionism,” Finance Minister
Shri Arun Jaitley said while addressing an industry
lobby group.

At a two-day Confederation of Indian
Industry's (CII) Partnership Summit in
Visakhapatnam, Shri Jaitley said India is confident
of achieving attractive growth rates with its key
economic reforms like demonetization and goods
and services tax (GST) that will ring in “much
larger revenues” for the government.
India was pinning its hopes on progressive
states like Andhra Pradesh that are reporting 4-5
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per cent higher growth than the national average
and it is the Central Government’s “vested
interest” to help such states, he said. The world
was facing serious challenges and struggling to get
out of a slowdown, Shri Jaitley added.
“The future appears to be uncertain. And there
is also a rising tendency of falling back on
protectionism, more particularly among the
developed world.”
The finance minister said India plans to deal
with the global crisis by aggressively pushing its
economic reforms to stay the world’s fastest
growing major economy of the world.
“Notwithstanding this wave of protectionism
elsewhere in the world, there is not even a
slightest discussion of such tendencies as far as
India is concerned. We have become (one) of the
most transparent economies in the world where
sector after sector invites foreign investment,”
he said.
Ninety per cent of the investment that India
gets is through automatic route, he said. Referring
to the bold economic reforms initiated by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi aimed at three important
directional changes, the finance minister said the
first initiative was online payments through Jan
Dhan bank accounts using Aadhaar, while the other
two were demonetization and goods and services
tax (GST).
The first step made financial inclusion far
easier and the plugging of leakages has seen large
savings. GST enables India to emerge as one large
market allowing free flow of goods and services
across the country, enabling better checks on tax
evasions.
Demonetization of high denomination currency
was aimed at converting large sections of the noncompliant shadow economy into a formal, tax
compliant economy.
“Coupled with GST, demonetization is going
to result in much larger revenues as far as States
and Centre were concerned,” said Shri Jaitley,
adding these “important significant changes
actually lay down the direction in which the
Indian economy is heading.” Shri Jaitley said
most progressive states like Andhra Pradesh has
advantages in many areas with greenfield capital
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city building, large irrigation projects, coastal
economy, more townships and manufacturing.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 28 January 2017)

‘Protectionist’ India Resorts to
Other Tools to Bypass WTO
Bilateral Rules
WITH little flexibility under the World Trade

Organization (WTO) and bilateral trade
agreements to raise tariffs, India is increasingly
resorting to other tools—anti-dumping duties,
safeguard levies and minimum import prices (MIPs)
— to provide the requisite protection to domestic
industries from inexpensive imports and meet
contingencies like a sudden influx in imports. Data
reviewed by FE show that incidence of antidumping actions more than doubled in the four
years up to 2016 — as many as 75 products came
under anti-dumping levies in 2016 against 37 in
2013.
Trade experts say this is not a development to
be decried as these measures are legitimate and
mostly WTO-compliant. While India’s MIPs on steel
products have recently come under attack from
countries like Japan for being protectionist and
against WTO rules, New Delhi is seeking to
address Tokyo’s concerns by citing the fact that
the number of items under MIPs has already been
cut down to just 19 from 176 earlier. However,
anti-dumping duties are much easier to defend
multilaterally.
Even while a designated agency is probing an
allegation of dumping and is yet to verify if such
exports undertaken below cost have caused material
injury to the domestic industries concerned, the WTO
allows imposition of provisional duties. In many
instances, the provisional duties are not converted
to definitive duties (which indicate that investigations
have proved dumping harmful to the local players)
but the purpose of checking cheap imports are served
with the provisional imposts. Of the 75 anti-dumping
measures taken by India in 2016, 48 were provisional
duties while 27 such pre-existing levies were
graduated to definitive ones. The items that have
been subjected to anti-dumping duties in recent years
include steel products, inorganic and organic
chemicals, machinery, engineering goods, textiles, etc.
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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On the steep rise in the number of antidumping measures, Shri T.S. Vishwanath,
principal advisor, APJ SLG Law Offices, Delhi,
noted that it does not necessarily imply that India
has adopted a protectionist trade policy. He said
reports of steel imports priced at less than the
cost of production of exporters making their way
into the Indian market testifies this fact. “AD
(anti-dumping) is a WTO-compatible trade
defence measure available to member nations
against imported goods sold at a price less than
the cost of their production.” India, a WTO
member country, has the legitimate right to
protect its domestic industry from unfairly priced
imports, he added.
Noted trade expert Biswajit Dhar also feels it
is quite natural that when the global economy is
not doing well, countries resort to dumping their
goods in foreign markets. However, he added that
though anti-dumping measures are consistent with
WTO norms, there are often questions about the
method in which the injury margins and dumping
duties are computed.
Sources said 18 organic chemical items were
slapped with definitive AD duty in 2016. Also,
four items related to nuclear reactors, boilers,
machinery and mechanical appliances and four
items related to optical, photographic,
cinematographic, measuring, precision, checking,
medical or surgical instruments and parts and
accessories thereof attracted definitive AD duty
in the year. Curiously, Malaysian exports to India
attracted highest number of definitive AD duties,
on four products. Besides, definitive AD
duties on three products each from China,
European Union, Taiwan and the US were
imposed in 2016.
A total of 14 cases of AD inquiries (read
provisional duties) were initiated against China
in 2016, including five iron and steel products.
These apart, five fresh cases of AD inquiry were
initiated each against the EU and South Korea
last year. Four AD inquiry against imports from
Thailand were also started in 2016. Interestingly,
not a single case of AD inquiry was initiated
against the US in 2016.
Overall, 12 cases of AD inquiry were initiated
against iron and steel products and a similar
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)

number of AD inquiries were initiated against both
organic and inorganic chemical products. So half
of the fresh AD inquiries in 2016 were against
chemicals and steel imports into India.
India’s peak customs duty (the highest of the
normal rates) on non-agriculture products had
come down steeply from a prohibitive 150 per cent
in 1991-92 to 40 per cent in 1997-98 and further, to
20 per cent in 2004-05 and 10 per cent in 2007-08.
Broadly, the basic customs duty corresponds to
the tariff on imports as other duties on imports
like countervailing duty are in lieu of taxes that
domestic goods suffer. There is little scope for India
to raise the peak customs duty without running to
a problem with the WTO. On the other hand, it
still has some room for raising duties on farm items
to meet objectives like pepping up domestic prices
as in many cases there are still gaps between the
committed floor tariffs (bound tariffs) and applied
tariffs.
(http://www.financialexpress.com 12 January 2017)

ARTICLES
EU Must Adopt A More Vigorous Defence
of Free Trade by Juha Sipilä, 11 May 2017.

THE

European Union must take a more robust
position in defence of free trade. A shift has
occurred in the trade policy of the United States
and protectionism is on the rise worldwide. This
transformed situation allows greater room for the
European Union and permits it an enhanced role
in international trade and in influencing the future
direction of trade.
On 10th May, the European Commission
published its Reflection Paper on Globalization. The
paper discusses how to harness the benefits of
globalization while defending the values and
interests of the European Union, with the aim of
achieving sustainable growth and boosting
employment.
In Finland, exports play a key role as a growth
driver and an engine for the country’s economy.
Imports are of growing importance to Finland too,
as the internationalization of production chains has
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meant that our exports increasingly incorporate
imported goods and materials. Manufacturing
companies in Finland must be able to import raw
materials and components easily and without
excessive administrative costs.
Finland is among those EU member states
that have a liberal view of trade policy, and we
have sought actively to ensure openness and
transparency in the Union’s trade policy. Finland
believes that the EU should support and develop
an open and rules-based trade system, one that
is founded on the World Trade Organization’s
multilateral framework of rules and
negotiations.
Trade policy that is rooted in openness and
rules-based liberalization will support the
emergence of innovations and nurture
competitiveness by offering the chance to make
effective use of global value chains.
The EU should secure its competitiveness and
its competitive position by negotiating ambitious
trade agreements that open up markets for
European companies. At the same time, it is
important to utilize and implement trade
agreements more effectively.
This will be difficult for us to do if Finnish
companies know too little about the opportunities
offered by the agreements. Access to information
on trade agreements must be improved. Moreover,
the agreed rules and commitments must be
complied with.
Globalization and, in particular, digitalization
are transforming the economic operating
environment, business development and the
basis for growth, even beyond the sectors that
have traditionally engaged in foreign trade.
Globalization does not merely bring greater
competition but is profoundly reshaping
international markets, business structures,
operating models and the basis for value
creation.
The role of fixed investments and physical
production will diminish, and so the extent to
which geographical considerations apply may
change quite significantly. We must take time to
consider how the European regulatory framework
in its entirety can function competitively so as to
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prevent, in the future, a growing transfer of digital
and other innovative business to locations outside
the European Union.
We must also make preparations in national
and EU legislation to accommodate the
opportunities that will be brought by artificial
intelligence. We have already started working
collaboratively on these issues among the Nordic
countries, with the aim of being at the forefront in
both enabling and using artificial intelligence.
Free trade benefits the entire European Union.
With the United Kingdom exiting from the EU,
Finland will play a greater role at the EU table in
promoting free trade.
(https://www.euractiv.com)

India Should Secure Right Deals from
Nations Promoting Protectionism:
Shobana Kamineni by Ruchika Chitravanshi
8 May 2017.

INDIA should demand reciprocity from the world

economies opting for protectionist policies and
negotiate on the right deal for its manufacturing
and services sector, the new president of
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) Shobana
Kamineni has said. The industry body’s first
woman chief also emphasized on policy stability
in the country.
“It has taken a long time to get to the head
table and we should not retract into the shell at
this time,” Smt Kamineni told.
“With slow growth, loss of jobs, many
developed countries and leading economies are
promoting policies to guard against free trade,
which is a cause of concern for countries such as
India.”
The CII, she said, would support the
government in carrying out reforms such as the
goods and services (GST) tax even though a few
concerns remain. “There is no perfect time (to
launch GST)… from CII we are ready. We might
not do it perfectly but we support the government
on this.”
She said the industry body will take up with
the government issues such as central registration
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for companies, anti-profiteering measures and
compensation to states for loss of revenue.
Smt Kamineni said as country readies to take
on bold reforms there are positive signs of growth
with Indian companies now getting “their mojo
back”. “We got $60-billion FDI last year. Money
has been coming. Even to keep a 7 per cent growth
rate is not a small thing,” she said.
Investments from private sector should pick up
once the problem of non-performing assets is
addressed by the government and bank credit
starts to flow for the companies, the new CII
president said.
“The bankruptcy code has put the future in
place but we need to get the present out of the
way.
Banks are now calling individuals to take credit.
They have to start pushing the needle and start
giving it to the companies,” she said.
One of the major hurdles being faced by the
companies, she said, was outstanding payments in
the engineering, procurement and construction
contracts given by the government.
“We need to clear that logjam, especially if you
say that the government is going to invest a trillion
dollar in Bharatmala, Sagarmala, the light rail, the
freight corridors. All these are big ticket
investments.”
With government’s big infrastructure push and
India in the “build mode” Smt Kamenini feels that
most of the jobs would be created not by
manufacturing but the construction sector.
“Construction, Caring – healthcare and tourism,
and Content. Those 3Cs will generate more jobs
than the manufacturing sector, which is now
looking at industrial revolution 4.0”.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com)

India Must Oppose Surging
Protectionism, Opinion, Livemint, 8 May
2017.

INDIA’S

second largest information technology
company Infosys Ltd has announced that it will
hire 10,000 Americans over the next two years. This
comes after the US Administration’s criticism that
Indian technology companies are taking jobs away
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from Americans. Last month, US President Donald
Trump signed an executive order to review the
H-1B visa programme. Indian IT companies earn
the bulk of their revenue from the US market and
are big beneficiaries of the work visa programme.
Legislation has also been introduced in the US
House of Representatives, aiming to double the
minimum salary of H-1B visa holders to $130,000
per annum. According to analyst estimates, this
could affect the operating margins of Indian
technology companies by up to 300 basis points.
One basis point is one-hundredth of a percentage
point.
The H-1B work-visa programme has been a
fiercely debated issue in the US. Critics argue that
the programme has been used by Indian
outsourcing companies to bring in cheap labour,
which hurts American workers both in terms of
employment and income. Supporters, on the other
hand, are of the view that the programme attracts
required skills and helps US firms remain
competitive. For instance, The Economist reported
in December that in the US, “vacancies in
computing and information technology could easily
top a million by 2020”. The bigger question that
US policy-makers should address is this: Will
increasing the cost of hiring foreign workers and
raising wages make American firms more
competitive?
The overhaul of the visa programme is part of
a wider protectionist agenda of the Trump
Administration, which has withdrawn from the
Trans-Pacific Partnership and intends to
renegotiate existing trade deals.
However, the US is not the only country
which is taking protectionist measures. Australia
and New Zealand have also made movement of
professionals difficult, and the UK has tightened
visa norms. The chief economist of the
International Monetary Fund, Maurice Obstfeld,
has fittingly described the evolving situation in
his foreword to the latest World Economic Outlook:
“Mainly in advanced economies, several
factors—lower growth since the 2010-11 recovery
from the global financial crisis, even slower
growth of median incomes, and structural labour
market disruptions—have generated political
support for zero-sum policy approaches that
could undermine international trading
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relationships, along with multilateral cooperation
more generally.”
India will have to tread carefully, given this
situation. Union Commerce Minister Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman recently hinted at counter moves
against US companies operating in India. Indian
policy-makers should avoid taking such measures
for multiple reasons. First, Indian IT services
companies have themselves to blame in part at least
for not realizing in time that the labour-cost
arbitrage model has limitations. Second, the US is
not the only country which is making movement
of professionals difficult.
Third, India needs foreign direct investment
(FDI) to fund its growth. The Narendra Modi
government has done well to liberalize FDI rules
in various sectors, which has resulted in a
significant surge in foreign investments. Any
retaliatory action against companies from the US—
or any other country, for that matter—will affect
the confidence of international investors and will
bode ill for the economy in the medium- to longrun. FDI not only creates jobs but also has a spillover impact in terms of knowledge transfer, which
helps increase productivity in general. A 2015
working paper, Impact of American Investment in
India, published by the Indian Council for Research
on International Economic Relations had
highlighted how investment from US companies
has benefited India in various sectors. India has
gained significantly after opening up its economy
in 1991 and there is no reason why it should not
take the process forward.
Thus, rather than replying in kind, India should
aggressively voice its concern against increasing
restrictions on the movement of professionals at
both bilateral and multilateral forums. Global
leaders did well to avoid protectionist policies in
the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. India
should play an active role in reviving a similar
global consensus through multilateral forums as
rising protectionism will have implications for
global trade and growth.
At a broader level, even as some of the
advanced economies are facing difficulties and are
growing at a slower pace, the basics of economics
have not changed. This is the reason why the work
of early writers in modern economics remains
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relevant even today. In his classic work, An Inquiry
into the Nature and Causes of Wealth of Nations, the
father of modern economics, Adam Smith, noted:
“…nations have been taught that their interest
consisted in beggaring all their neighbours. Each
nation has been made to look with an invidious
eye upon the prosperity of all the nations with
which it trades, and to consider their gain as its
own loss. Commerce, which ought naturally to be,
among nations, as among individuals, a bond of
union and friendship, has become the most fertile
source of discord and animosity.”
Wise words given the current situation – and
as worth heeding heeding now as they were when
he wrote them.
(http://www.livemint.com)

Protectionism will Not be Able to Stop
Global Trade by Tsubasa Suruga,
7 May 2017.

DESPITE fears of rising protectionism in the global
economy, trade expansion will continue and remain
an unstoppable force. This was the key message
delivered by the finance ministers of India,
Pakistan and Indonesia at a panel discussion held
on the sidelines of the Asian Development Bank’s
50th annual meeting.
Indonesian Finance Minister Mulyani Indrawati
noted that global poverty has been significantly
reduced since 1950 because most countries,
especially those in Southeast Asia, have benefited
from open trade and globalization. “This is
something we need to recognize and maintain,”
she said, even as world’s trade policies “are
becoming more uncertain.”
One of the uncertainties panelists mentioned
was US President Donald Trump’s signing of an
executive order in March to launch a 90-day
investigation of countries with which the US runs
a significant trade deficit. The list of 16 trading
partners include such Asian economies as Japan,
China, Thailand and Indonesia.
The study will also include India, a country
with which the US had a $24 billion trade deficit
last year. But India’s Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
said, “I don’t think any impact [of the executive
order] has been felt at the moment.”
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He added that despite some temporary
setbacks, global trade is going to move forward:
“I don’t see that any force in the world today can
prevent trade.”

“Between 2014 and today a lot has changed.
Exports are happening, but globally trade is in a
depressed situation,” Smt Sitharaman said. “India
went through a bad patch and is now recovering.”

Pakistan’s Finance Minister Ishaq Dar echoed
those sentiments on the importance of global trade.
“Being part of the global community, nobody can
isolate itself [from trade].” It is the responsibility
of governments and global institutions “to make
sure that there should be no protectionism” and
“assure the free movement of goods.”

Make in India will continue to be a significant
factor influencing the policy. Already, the policy
provides for higher level of rewards to products
with high domestic content and value addition
compared to products with high import content
and less value addition. The government is likely
to provide special incentives to a smaller list of
sectors from among the 25 focus areas for the Make
in India programme.

“Asian countries have been successful because
of open trade and investment regimes,” said ADB
President Takehiko Nakao, who participated in the
panel discussion. While Asian countries still need
to continue investing in education and health as
well as enhancing governance, he stressed that “If
we keep the reform momentum, we should be OK
on trade.”
(http://asia.nikkei.com)

India to Revamp Foreign Trade
Policy to Give Leg Up to Exports
by Ruchika Chitravanshi &
Deepshikha Sikarwar, 5 May 2017.

INDIA plans to revamp its foreign trade policy and
relook at incentives to give a leg up to the export
sector, which is hurt by lower global demand as
well as an appreciating rupee.

The government proposes to come out with a
mid-term review of the Foreign Trade Policy (FTP)
2015-20 in September, Commerce and Industry
Minister Smt Nirmala Sitharaman told ET.
“We have asked stakeholders, whoever is
interested, to give us inputs,” she said. “We are
looking at it in depth and in all its details.”
The foreign trade policy, announced in 2015,
has set an export target of $900 billion, or about
`58 lakh crore, by 2020. In 2016-17, India’s
merchandise shipments aggregated at $275 billion,
or about `17,70,000 crore.
To achieve the FTP target in five years, exports
have to grow at 14 per cent every year. That
wouldn’t be easy at a time when the US and some
other developed countries are moving towards
increased protectionism in trade.
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)

Some aspects of the foreign trade policy will
be modified to align in with the Goods and Services
Tax, which is likely to be rolled out in July this
year.
FTP 2015-20 had introduced two new schemes:
Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS)
and Services Exports from India Scheme (SEIS).
These schemes replaced multiple schemes, each
with different conditions for eligibility and usage.
Incentives under these schemes have been made
available for SEZs as well. E-commerce of
handicrafts, handlooms and books among others
are eligible for the benefits.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com)

Stronger Rupee Unlikely to Impact India’s
Export Competitiveness: ADB’s Sawada
by Asit Ranjan Mishra, 4 May 2017.

A STRONGER rupee is unlikely to impact India’s
export competitiveness and growth momentum
and Asian economies, including India, may not be
adversely affected by noises of protectionism in
the developed countries due to rising intra-Asian
trade, Asian Development Bank chief economist
Yasuyuki Sawada has said.
Speaking to reporters ahead of the 50th annual
meeting of ADB, Mr Sawada said even though the
rupee may have appreciated, export prices and
market environment will positively impact India’s
export competitiveness.
“Overall export performance of India is quite
positive,” he added.
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The rupee has gained about 5.5 per cent this
year, the most in Asia barring the South Korean
won and the Taiwanese dollar, as foreign investors
bought $14 billion of local equities and debt.
Typically, this level of appreciation should have
seen the Reserve Bank of India intervening in the
market. But excess liquidity in the money markets
has made the central bank reluctant to buy dollars.
Even the government seems to be willing to
tolerate a stronger rupee.
While Commerce Minister Smt Nirmala
Sitharaman recently said rupee appreciation is not
a big drag on Indian exports, Chief Economic
Adviser in the Finance Ministry Dr Arvind
Subramanian has argued the reverse, advocating
for a weaker rupee to boost exports and growth.
Smt Sitharaman, in an interview with Mint
published on 17 April, said a stronger rupee reflects
the strength of the Indian economy and is made
up by cheaper labour, nullifying the adverse impact
on exports.
However, Dr Arvind Subramanian on 28 April
said it is a “mistake and misguided view” that
strong currency is a sign of national or economic
strength.
“That is a mistake that we should not make
and that is something we should be careful about.
If you look at the last two years, our country has
lost competitiveness from exchange rate by 10-15
per cent and that is a huge loss in competitiveness
that is effecting our exports,” Dr Subramanian said
speaking at a CII event.
Dr Subramanian said all the evidence shows
that India needs a supportive currency. “If the
currency becomes too strong, it is not easy to keep
open markets because a lot of goods come in and
industry feels the pressure,” he added.
On growing noises about protectionism, Mr
Sawada said like China, the rest of Asia is also
seeing the trend of more domestic consumption
and investment which is going to drive economic
growth more than external demand.
“This emerging orientation of US and Europe
(towards protectionism) is a little bit worrisome
situation but it is unrealistic that global economy
will move towards a broken economy that was
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happening during intra-war period and I don’t see
that scenario as happening,” he added.
However, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) recently observed that in a scenario of rising
protectionism in developed countries, the greatest
deterioration in corporate balance sheets would
occur in China, India and South Africa. “If
protectionist pressures increase, the combination
of declining global trade and growth would
increase corporate vulnerability and borrowing
costs that may lead to financial stability risks in
these economies,” it said in its Global Financial
Stability Report.
The ADB has projected India’s economy to
grow at 7.4 per cent in financial year 2017-18 against
7.1 per cent the previous year, on the back of a
pick-up in consumption demand and higher public
investment.
Mr Sawada said apart from improved terms of
trade, the newly adopted bankruptcy law that is
likely to improve business environment is likely
to accelerate India’s short- to medium-term growth
momentum.
(http://www.livemint.com)

In the US, OECD’s Gurria Warns Against
Trade Protectionism by Ulrika Lomas,
1 May 2017.

GOVERNMENTS should avoid protectionist trade

policies and embrace free trade, to support smalland medium-sized businesses, OECD SecretaryGeneral Jose Angel Gurria has said.
“Raising tariffs is a shot in our own foot,
because it will put small- and medium-sized
businesses out of business, and encourage large
businesses to send more jobs overseas; because
even if you close off trade, technology will still
define which jobs stay and which go, and how
the jobs that remain get done,” said Mr Gurria,
in a speech in the US state Minnesota.
“Cut the tariffs, make trading cheaper,” he
said. “Remove the barriers to services that raise
costs for all sectors. Regulate efficiently and
fairly to promote competition. Keep credit
flowing. And remember, nothing works without
the rule of law.”
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Trade policy-making needs to be more open
and inclusive, he said. Adding: “People must be
able to debate and understand the tradeoffs.”
Mr Gurria said countries should invest more
in “implementing, monitoring, and enforcing” free
trade agreement terms.
“We’re talking about free and fair trade - this
means saying no to protectionism, subsidies, and
currency fiddling. But let’s make sure that we get
the diagnostic right, lest we mistake the enemy
and end up fighting the wrong battle while not
addressing the true causes of the lack of
productivity and competitiveness.”
(http://www.tax-news.com)

ASEAN Stands Up vs Trade
Protectionism by Richmond Mercurio,
29 April 2017.

SOUTHEAST

Asian nations were set to join the
fight against rising trade protectionism when the
regional bloc came out with an official communique
at the conclusion of the ASEAN Leaders’ Summit
in Manila.
Trade Secretary and current ASEAN Economic
Ministers chair Ramon Lopez said ASEAN’s stance
against protectionist policies has been included in
the draft of the “chairman’s statement.”
“It’s all about addressing protectionism. That’s
the reason why we really have to push for the
regional cooperation, so that we can be insulated
from any trade protectionism,” Mr Lopez said in
an interview on the sidelines of the Prosperity for
All Summit.
“There’s a general statement on that, something
to do with that. We all know benefits of integration
rebound to the majority, better quality of life,
especially those in the grassroots. So any move to
reverse that track towards globalization will be
hard. The push towards more integration of
economies should be continued for ease of trading
and flow of goods and services,” he said.
Government and business leaders in ASEAN
have called for deeper cooperation in addressing
issues that hinder integration and inclusiveness in
the region.
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“Why is it that economic growth and economic
size are so important? It is because only if you have
a growing economy, then only can you distribute
prosperity and wealth. We want this prosperity to
be shared by all. Without economic success, there
is nothing to be shared,” Malaysian Prime Minister
Najib Razak said.
“The ASEAN partnering for change and
creating prosperity for all is the most important
thing in my mind that ASEAN has to achieve. If
not all countries will benefit from the unification
of ASEAN, then the next 50 years, ASEAN will
not last. Creating prosperity for all and leaving
no nation behind is to me the most important
objective of ASEAN,” presidential adviser for
entre-preneurship and ASEAN Business
Advisory Council chair Joey Concepcion said
separately.
For Mr Razak, one of the biggest challenges
that ASEAN faces today is in raising awareness of
ASEAN and making it feel “real, relevant and
tangible” to all its citizens.
“For our community to be real, it must be
something that is part of our peoples' lives. It
must be something that touches their hearts.
ASEAN must be seen as a source of cohesion,
solidarity, support, unity, friendship and
strength and of course greater prosperity. In so
many ways, ASEAN has been exactly that. But
the bonds between our countries and our peoples
need to be more evident for our citizens to feel
– that is what our association is all about,” Mr
Razak said.
(http://www.philstar.com)

Arun Jaitley Expresses Indian Concern
over Worrying Signs of Protectionism
by Manu Pubby, 27 April 2017.

SIGNS of economic protectionism and new barriers

to migration are major global concerns, FM Shri
Arun Jaitley said in Moscow, days after raising the
issue in Washington.
Speaking on global security challenges at an
international security conference, Shri Jaitley listed
economic protectionism as a top concern, right after
talking about unpredictability in ties between major
powers.
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“There are… worrying signs of economic
protectionism. New barriers to migration and the
closing of borders are other elements of such an
approach. However, such efforts are unlikely to
be able to address the complex issues involved,”
said Shri Jaitley, who is also the country’s defence
minister.

The minister held bilateral discussions with his
Russian counterparts during his visit, with progress
expected on several pending issues including the
acquisition of air defence systems, helicopters and
submarines from Russia.

The minister had raised the issue of H-1B visa
curbs in a meeting with US counterpart Steven
Mnuchin in Washington, pointing out that rising
protectionism would hurt the global economy.

Rising Protectionism Calls for Caution on
Equities by G. Chokkalingam, 25 April 2017.

Speaking in Moscow, he identified Asia as
the stage for global competition and said
economies in the region will be critical for global
growth. “For the foreseeable future, Asian
economies will continue to be the drivers of
global growth. Asia could also be emerging as
the stage for competition between large and rising
powers,” he said.
Shri Jaitley also listed territorial disputes in the
maritime domain as a reason for worry.
“India believes that the rights of freedom of
navigation and over-flight as well as unimpeded
commerce should be ensured. These are vital to
India’s own economic engagement with the IndoPacific region,” he said in an oblique reference to
China.
Without directly referring to Pakistan, the
minister expressed India’s concerns on North
Korea and its implication on the region, given
the history of nuclear proliferation. “The recent
escalation of tensions in the Korean peninsula is
a matter of concern. The linkages between
proliferation in that region with the deterioration
of India’s own security environment is widely
known,” he said.
On Afghanistan, Shri Jaitley said India was on
board with consultations being driven by Russia
for a secure, stable and peaceful nation.
The finance minister also reiterated India’s
stand that there can be no distinction between
good terrorist and bad terrorist. “A policy of
zero tolerance towards violence and terrorism
and continued efforts to consolidate the capacity
of the Afghan government to deal with violence
as well as promote development are essential,”
he said.
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(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com)

TRADE protectionism is rising across the world,

starting from the US to Australia, Singapore, etc.
Surprisingly the US, which is the leader of
promoting free economy in the world, is at the
forefront, vigorously ushering in trade
protectionism.
The world economy was fortunate enough to
recover from significant deflationary fears of early
2016, when the metal and resource (like crude oil)
prices touched anywhere from 6-to-12-year low.
Since then, most prices recovered a lot. For example,
from 2016 bottom, while aluminium, copper and
zinc recovered 31, 35 and 68 per cent y-o-y,
respectively, oil prices bounced over 80 per cent
y-o-y by February 2017.
However, rising protectionism has revived
global deflationary fear to some extent now. For
example, restrictions on Chinese steel exports to
the US have already led to steel prices in China
falling 23 per cent last week from their 2017 peak.
Metals like copper and zinc, and crude oil have
fallen 7 to 10 per cent in the last one or two
months.
Recently, the US drillers increased the count
of oil rigs to over 683, the highest since April
2015. Now the US shale production in May is set
for its biggest monthly increase in more than two
years. Despite implementation of oil output cut
by OPEC and non-OPEC, oil prices are already
down more than 10 per cent from the recent
peak. It is further likely to fall, impacting the
aggregate income of major oil producing
economies, leading to further intensification of
deflationary fears.
Along with prices of metals and resources,
the inflation is also reversing in few major
economies. Despite near full employment, the
consumer price index dropped 0.3 per cent in the
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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US in March, the first decline in 13 months and
the biggest since January 2015. US producer
prices slipped 0.1 per cent in March for the first
time in seven months. Last week, Bank of Japan
said that the central bank needs to continue with
its easy monetary policy because consumer prices
are still distant from its 2 per cent inflation
target.
Of course, the IMF expects the global GDP
growth to improve to 3.5 per cent in 2017 from
3.1 per cent in 2016 and further to 3.6 per cent in
2018. However, if protectionism continues to rise
and hence, the deflationary pressures also get
aggravated, the forecasts for global GDP growth
could be revised downwards.
Moves on visa restrictions for the Indian IT
professionals have already cracked large IT stocks
to hit near 52-week low on the domestic stock
exchanges. Already revenues of large Indian IT
companies started growing in poor single digit.
Any further rise in protectionism in the major
economies of the world could impact the global
growth as well as global equities. Hence, cautious
approach is needed while chasing over-valued
stocks at this juncture.
(http://www.dnaindia.com)

IMF Forecasts Increased World Economic
Growth Despite Rising Protectionism
by Robbie Gramer, 18 April 2017.

AND now for a glimmer of good news: the world

economy is slated to grow faster this year than
previously expected, according to the International
Monetary Fund, which boosted its short-term
global economic growth forecast for the first time
in six years.

helped buoy the world economy. An increase in
commodity prices also helped stagnating global
inflation rates to recover — good news for
developed economies.
The updated growth forecast is a welcome sign
after years of a slow global recovery from the 2008
financial crisis. The IMF isn’t popping the
champagne bottles yet, however. “Whether the
current momentum will be sustained remains a
question mark,” IMF chief economist Maurice
Obstfeld said. “The world economy still faces
headwinds.”
One of those headwinds is the rising global
chorus of trade protectionism, whose music
conductor is Donald Trump. Mr Trump
harnessed trade protectionism in his antiestablishment wave to the White House and
stacked his administration with a coterie of
protectionists pushing policies that trade experts
say make no economic sense.
“Inward-looking policies threaten global
economic integration and the cooperative global
economic order, which have served the world
economy, especially emerging market and
developing economies, well,” the IMF wrote, in a
thinly veiled slight at Mr Trump and some
European leaders flirting with their own forms of
protectionism.
The IMF also targeted Mr Trump’s plans to
deregulate financial markets, though not
explicitly. Loosening financial rules “may imperil
global financial stability and raise the risk of
costly financial crises down the road,” the IMF
wrote.

In an April update to its World Economic Outlook
report, the IMF nudged its growth forecast up
from 3.4 to 3.5 per cent this year and 3.6 per cent
next year, thanks to broad-based increases in
global trade, manufacturing, and market outlook.
But the IMF added a big asterisk to its outlook:
the good times may not last long if trade
protectionists get their way.

Mr Trump isn’t the only thing keeping IMF
economists up at night. Another concern is
China’s precarious economic growth. It relies on
“domestic credit growth so rapid that it may
cause financial stability problems down the
road,” Mr Obstfeld warned. And other emerging
markets are dealing with less-than-stellar
performances, from India’s controversial
currency exchange initiative to Brazil’s deep
recession.

In its updated report, the IMF said better than
expected economic growth in Europe, Japan, and
China, as well as an uptick in global manufacturing

While emerging markets grapple with their
internal problems, the IMF said the developed
world may not be much help. Emerging markets
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could face a “less supportive external environment”
than they enjoyed in decades past (read: more
market volatility, growing public debt, rising
geopolitical tensions, and trade protectionism from
the developed world). This could hamper growth
prospects for developing economies further, the
IMF warned.
(http://foreignpolicy.com)

Theme of Trade Protectionism Not
Dropped by G20: Government
by IANS Feeds, 20 March 2017.

ECONOMIC Affairs Secretary Shaktikanta Das
said the theme of protectionism in trade has not
been dropped by the G20 countries, though the
discussion is still ongoing.
“Theme of trade protectionism has not been
dropped by G20. Communique says it is being
discussed. Discussions will continue. Sherpa
meeting is coming up, it will be discussed on
official level. We need to wait for conclusion to be
reached,” Shri Das told media in an interview.
Shri Das had attended the Finance Ministers
G20 meet at Baden-Baden in Germany held on
17-18 March 2017.
He said that in the G20 Summit communique
on the outcome of Presidents’ and Prime Ministers’
meeting held last year in China, India had
explained that world trade needs to be open and
anti-protectionist.
Shri Das said that a number of issues were
discussed at the meeting, including global growth
and the global macroeconomic situation.
“IMF made a presentation and it projects that
in 2017 and 2018, the global growth is expected to
improve. All countries agreed to continue with
structural reform measures,” he said.
He said that all the countries noted that
India’s growth momentum of over 7 per centplus was being maintained. “It is the fastest
growing economy. When we close the year, we
are looking at a growth rate of 7 per cent-plus
for 2016-17.”
Shri Das said that at the meet, India raised the
issues of inclusive growth and meeting the
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deadlines on automatic exchange of information
in international taxation.
“There was considerable emphasis by India
on inclusive growth. There were discussions on
international taxation. Few countries were trying
to push the deadline beyond 2018-2019 for the
implementation of automatic exchange of
information. It was emphatically mentioned by
us that timelines will have to be adhered to,” he
said.
On climate change and fossil fuel subsidy, he
said that India put forth its stand that though it
was committed to these, it could not commit
to a timeline because of developmental
challenges.
(http://www.business-standard.com)

Protectionism Dressed as Free Trade
by Lughan Deane, 20 March, 2017.

DONALD

TRUMP is pulling out of the TransPacific Partnership (TPP). He is also likely to
abandon the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership) and NAFTA (the North
American Free Trade Agreement).
You would be forgiven for thinking that
organized labour in Ireland might be pleased
about this. After all, we have engaged in several
campaigns in opposition to TTIP. To be clear: we
do not mourn the probable passing of TTIP, but
Donald Trump is tearing it up for all the wrong
reasons and, what’s more, he wants to replace it
with something that may be even worse.
To understand where we’re coming from, let
me first refresh your memory as to why we
opposed TTIP in the first instance. This point is
not moot given that TTIP is still alive; CETA, its
sister agreement, continues to progress; and our
opposition to TTIP is the context in which we
oppose Mr Trump’s new vision.
We opposed TTIP because, despite what its
cheerleaders might say, it is not a ‘free trade
agreement’ in any meaningful sense. Rather, TTIP
(along with TPP and NAFTA) are, as Noam
Chomsky has pointed out, investor rights
agreements for US corporations.
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It is no coincidence that these giant agreements
(beginning with NAFTA in 1994) come about just
as the emerging economies of the so-called BRICS
countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China) begin
to gain some leverage within the World Trade
Organization.
Competition from these regional powers is
intolerable to the US superpower, and so its
government embarks on a mission to set up a
parallel global trading and investment system
specifically aimed at strangling these emergent
challenges.
NAFTA is designed to isolate Brazil, TPP to
isolate China and TTIP to isolate Russia. Both the
TPP and TTIP have negative effects on India.
Immediately, then, it is obvious that these
agreements are not interested in facilitating open,
free trade. In fact, their main purpose is to protect
wealthy, powerful US incumbents. They are
protectionist agreements.
(https://villagemagazine.ie)

Victory for Trump as the G20 Drops its
Pledge to Fight Against Economic
Protectionism at Key Summit in Germany
by Jordan Gass-Poore, 19 March 2017.

THE world’s top economic powers dropped a long-

standing endorsement of open trade amid pushback
from the Trump administration.
Financial leaders from the G20 group of
leading economies, including the US, China and
Germany, held tough discussions in the German
town of Baden-Baden.
After deliberating for two days, they issued a
statement that contained only a bland reference to
“working to strengthen the contribution of trade
to our economies”.
By comparison, last year’s meeting called on
them to resist “all forms” of protectionism, which
can include border tariffs and rules that keep out
imports to shield domestic companies from
competition.
The threat of economic protectionism and
border taxes from the White House have worried
countries that rely on the US for trade.
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Before the meeting, experts said that a failure
by the G20 to commit to free trade would signal
that Mr Trump is serious about following through
with those threats.
G20 members China, Canada and Mexico are
America’s largest trading partners, accounting
for nearly $2 trillion worth of imports and
exports.
The statement from the G20 finance ministers
and central bankers helps set the tone for further
global economic cooperation.
US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin,
taking part in his first international meeting since
being sworn in, sought to downplay the wording
issue.
He said the statement needed to reflect the
discussion at the current summit.
“The historical language was not really
relevant,” said Mr Mnuchin.
“We believe in free trade: we are one of the
largest markets in the world, we are one of the
largest trading partners in the world.
“Having said that, we want to re-examine
certain agreements ... And to the extent that
agreements are old agreements and need to be
renegotiated, we’ll consider that as well,” he said.
Mr Mnuchin said trade deals need to offer a
“win-win situation”.
He said the Trump administration would be
looking at relationships where the US was buying
more than it could sell to its partner, and would
be more aggressive in seeking enforcement of
existing rules that would benefit the nation’s
workers through the Geneva-based World Trade
Organization.
The WTO operates a system of negotiated trade
rules and serves as a forum for resolving disputes.
China and European countries had pushed for
a stronger affirmation of cross-border trade
without tariffs or barriers.
Ironically, China and some European states
tend to intervene more often in private sector
business than the US government.
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Canada took a middle approach in the talks,
urging a statement supporting free trade but not
taking a position on specific wording.
Host Germany dropped the no-protectionism
pledge in the early drafting process ahead of the
meeting, in apparent hope of not antagonizing the
US and then finding a substitute that would also
uphold free trade.
But attempts to include such language did not
find agreement.
Mr Trump and other critics of free trade argue
that it can cause jobs, such as in the labour intensive
manufacturing sector, to move to lower-cost
countries.
Proponents say technological advances, such
as automation that replaces workers with robots,
are more to blame for the loss of jobs in such
sectors.
Some advocates, like the International
Monetary Fund, readily concede that the benefits
of free trade have been uneven across societies, as
less skilled workers lose out and the better trained
prosper.

At a meeting of finance ministers and central
bankers from the Group of 20 industrialized and
emerging nations and the European Union, Steven
Mnuchin, attending his first major international
gathering as Treasury secretary, signalled that
American policy would follow the campaign
promises made by President Trump to put
“America first” and review existing trade
agreements to seek better deals for the US.
As a result, the ministers’ joint statement,
normally a study in blandness, became an unlikely
focus of controversy. The representatives could
agree only on a tortured compromise stating, in
effect, that trade is a good thing. Adjectives like
“open” were dropped, and the ministers omitted
language used in previous communiqués that
condemned protectionism, repudiating decades of
free trade doctrine.
For Asian and European officials, many of
them meeting their Trump administration
counterparts for the first time, it was a startling
lesson in how Mr Trump and his team are
overturning long-held assumptions about
international commerce.

Mr Trump has already pulled the US out of a
proposed free trade deal with Japan and other
Pacific Rim countries.

Mr Mnuchin led off the ministers’ meeting
with a declaration that current trade rules were
unfair to the United States, positioning the
administration against virtually all the other
participants, according to an official who
attended the closed session and spoke on the
condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity
of the talks.

Seeking to put America first, President Trump
also has started the process to renegotiate the North
American Free Trade Agreement with Mexico and
Canada.

“We thought that it was very important for the
communiqué to reflect what we discussed here,”
Mr Mnuchin said at a news conference. “The
historical language was not relevant.”

But they argue that trade restrictions will not
help those left behind by the globalized economy
and point to better training and education as part
of the answer.

(http://www.dailymail.co.uk)

US Breaks with Allies over Trade Issues
Amid Trump’s ‘America First’ Vows
by Jack Ewing, 18 March 2017.

T HE

United States broke with other large
industrial nations over trade as the Trump
administration rejected concerns among allies about
spreading protectionism and made clear that it
would seek new approaches to managing global
commerce.
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At the insistence of the US, the communiqué
also dropped a pledge to observe the Paris accords
on climate change. Mr Mnuchin deflected questions
on the issue, saying it was outside his purview.
The American government’s lack of reverence
for existing norms and treaties is particularly
unsettling to the change-averse Europeans, who
are coping with weak economic growth and a surge
in populism. The last thing they need is a
disruption in commerce with their biggest trading
partner.
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Some complained privately that the American
delegation rode into this stately spa and casino
town, where Romans once bathed in the mineralrich waters, determined to shake up the existing
order but without any clear idea of what should
replace it.
The disagreement over trade principles was a
sharp contrast to the statement issued when the
central bankers and finance ministers met in
Chengdu, China, last July. “We underscore the role
of open trade policies,” the leaders said in the
Chengdu communiqué, which used the word
“trade” six times. They promised to “resist all
forms of protectionism.”
Less than a year ago, such a statement was not
questioned. Business leaders on both sides of the
Atlantic still hoped for a trade pact between the
US and the EU that would eliminate already low
tariffs and harmonize regulations governing things
like vehicle headlights.
Since then, Mr Trump has pulled out of the
Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiated by outgoing
president Barack Obama, vowed to renegotiate the
North American Free Trade Agreement with
Mexico and Canada, and criticized the German
carmaker BMW for building a factory in Mexico.
The best that the Group of 20 participants could
come up with was this: “We are working to
strengthen the contribution of trade to our
economies.”
Mr Mnuchin argued that the news media’s
focus on the language of the communiqué was
overblown and said that the discussions in BadenBaden had been congenial. “We were incredibly
productive,” he said.
But he also made it clear that the Trump
administration had a vastly different view than its
recent predecessors. “We believe in free trade,”
he said. But he added, “We want to re-examine
certain agreements.”
“Balanced trade has to be what’s good for us
and what’s good for other people,” Mr Mnuchin
said. “It has to be a win-win situation.”
The communiqués issued at the end of Group
of 20 summit meetings are meant to show that
nations like Brazil, China, France and Japan can
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put aside competing interests and reach consensus,
however vague, on major issues. The statements
emerge from tortuous deliberations and are the
opposite of impulsive.
But even the usual boilerplate platitudes
proved fraught at this summit meeting. For many
European and Asian officials, meeting in a Belle
Époch spa building with polished marble floors
and chandeliers dangling from the ceiling, it was
their first encounter with the Trump
administration and its “America first” foreign
policy.
Some viewed the meetings as a chance to
socialize with the new American representatives
and to try to absorb them into the international
order. Angel Gurría, the secretary-general of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development and a participant in the meetings,
said the chance to get to know Mr Mnuchin was
more important than any joint statement.
“We want to make him feel comfortable; we
want to make him feel at home,” Mr Gurría told
reporters. “These meetings are not about the
communiqué.”
In their public statements, European leaders
played down the conflicts and said that the
discussions had been amiable. The meetings in
Baden-Baden came after Mr Mnuchin visited
Wolfgang Schäuble, the German finance minister,
in Berlin.
“Naturally we have different points of view,”
Mr Schäuble said at a news conference in BadenBaden. But he added, “We worked very hard for
two days in a pleasant atmosphere.”
He also denied that the American delegation
was at odds with other participants. “The
Americans were not isolated,” Mr Schäuble said.
Mr Trump’s threats to impose punitive taxes
on imported goods are a particular worry for
Germany, whose economy is built around exports
of automobiles and industrial machinery. The
United States is the biggest purchaser of German
goods, buying 107 billion euros, or $115 billion,
worth last year. Germany imported goods from
the United States worth 58 billion euros.
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The trade imbalance has made Germany a
target for Trump administration officials, who
have accused Germany of manipulating the value
of the euro and have said they want to
renegotiate trade terms directly with Berlin,
even though that task is done at a European level
by Brussels.
“We are going to look to our counterparts to
continue to trade, but to look to have more balanced
trade,” Mr Mnuchin said. “That means over time
reducing our trade deficits. I think we can do that
in a way that’s good for the American worker,
that’s good for our companies and that’s good for
our counterparties.”
(https://www.nytimes.com)

Free Trade vs Protectionism: Weapon of
Mass Distraction by Yves Smith,
28 February 2017.

FOR centuries now, countries where capitalism
prevails – where businesses are organized around
the employer-employee relationship – have shifted
their governments’ international trade policies back
and forth between free trade and protectionism.
Donald Trump’s tariff threats and plans are nothing
new. They represent just the latest shift in an old,
old oscillation.
Free trade just means that government
interferes relatively little in the goods and services
trade crossing its national border. Protectionism
means that government intervenes relatively more
to shape international trade. Major means of
protectionism include quotas (limiting quantities
of items crossing borders), tariffs (taxes levied on
goods and services when they cross a border),
subsidies, and so on. The word “protectionism”
reflects the chief historical reason why
governments intervened: namely, to protect
domestic enterprises from foreign-based
competitors. For example, by quotas on how much
foreigners could bring in or by a tariff (tax) on
foreign imports, domestic enterprises’ profits were
protected.
Struggles between advocates of free trade vs
protectionism always were first and foremost
struggles between industries who stand to gain
more from one than the other. The US
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government, for example, has long imposed
quotas on sugar imports. Partly as a result,
today’s US sugar price is over 40 per cent higher
than the world price. US sugar producers can
charge us more because the quota limits how
much of US demand cheaper external sources are
allowed to supply. The quota protects sugar
industry profits. For many years the US imposed
a similar quota on imports of Japanese
automobiles to protect the US industry’s profits.
US tariffs today apply to thousands of imported
goods and services yielding many billions of
dollars in revenue to Washington.
On the other side, quotas and tariffs are
opposed by industries seeking to lower their
outlays for imported inputs. For example,
sweetened food producers could profit more with
cheaper sugar. They thus oppose “protectionism”
and favour “free trade” in sugar. If they faced
competition from foreign sweetened food, they
might favour protectionism for the food trade
other than sugar. Or, if sugar prices rose too high,
they might switch to use corn-based sweeteners,
lose interest in the sugar quota issue, and focus
solidly on food protectionism. Similarly, taxi cab
companies would prefer free trade in automobiles
to lower their costs.
Thus, throughout capitalism’s history domestic
industries’ ever-changing situations aligned them
now on one side and then on the other in endless
struggles between free trade and protectionism.
It became more complicated when the same
industry (for example, automobiles) produces and
trades both inside the US and outside. In any case,
each industry generally chooses between the two
sides according to which is better for its profits.
The stronger and more politically effective side
wins the struggle to determine government trade
policy.
Winning often depends on the strength of each
side’s alliances with and support from the public.
To that end, it is not politic for either side to
identify its goal as more profits. Instead, each side
insists that what it prefers is what is best for jobs,
growth, environment or still other broad social
goals. Both sides usually find and/or buy
academics whose studies conveniently affirm broad
social benefits of the buyer’s preferred trade policy.
Such academics often believe that their research
FOCUS WTO, April-June 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 2)
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actually can determine which policy is best for
everyone.
But, no one can do that. No one ever has,
notwithstanding claims to the contrary. The
reasons for this are several. First, the
consequences of either policy occur directly and
indirectly over many years into the future.
Second, those consequences are infinite in
number, diversity, and complexity. Third, they
include consequences of which we become
conscious and those that remain unconscious.
Thus the consequences of either policy are neither
fully knowable nor measurable. Moreover,
because the consequences of either policy interact
with all else occurring in society, disentangling
either policy’s consequences from all other
influences on those consequences is not doable
(and never was). We can never know what all
the consequences of either policy will be.
On the one hand, the battling industries don’t
care about secondary, longer-term consequences.
For them, the likely, hoped-for, short-term
impact on profits drives their behaviour. Each
side promotes assertions about the broad social
consequences of policies with the intent thereby
to acquire pubic support and thereby strengthen
its side. Academics whose work makes or
endorses such assertions (often with remarkable
epistemological naiveté) are useful for the
contending industries that use them.
On the other hand, workers and their
organizations sometimes ally with protectionists
persuaded that protection will surely deliver
more jobs, higher wages, etc. Consumer
advocates will often support free trade because
its sure consequence, they have been led to
believe, is lower consumer prices. There are
countless examples where, in fact, opposite
outcomes have resulted. When such organizations
take positions in the free trade vs. protectionism
struggle, they are supporting – based on
unprovable assertions –one or another industrial
group’s self-serving agenda. Donald Trump
manipulated that history of position-taking to
help win the election.
For workers and consumers in our capitalist
system, the problem is the system, not this or
that trade policy. The promises to workers about
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their certain gains from NAFTA enabled Mr
Trump to benefit when those promises were
broken. Much the same may well befall Mr
Trump in turn since he makes comparable
promises for protection against NAFTA.
Capitalist employers will, as always, respond to
any and every governing trade policy by
advancing their interests via automation,
relocation of facilities, lobbying for special
exemptions, product choice and much else. They
will thereby continue to generate the cyclical
instability, growing inequalities, ecological
devastation, etc. that beset modern society:
workers’ and consumers’ real problems.
The struggle between free trade and
protectionism is over which kind of capitalism will
prevail. It is a struggle chiefly among capitalists
(as was, for example, the history of the TPP). Those
who seek to challenge and go beyond capitalism
(either kind) have radically different, systemchanging goals. They should participate in
capitalists’ struggles such as free trade vs.
protectionism only if and when doing so advances
their own system-change priorities.
(http://www.nakedcapitalism.com)

Donald Trump’s Protectionist Policies
Top Risk to US Economy in 2017: Poll
by Rahul Karunakar, 18 January 2017.

THE

top risk to US growth would come if US
president-elect Donald Trump keeps his
protectionist promises, according to a Reuters poll
that shows economists have not joined in the
market exuberance since the shock November
vote.
For most of his campaign and after the election,
Mr Trump vowed to make sweeping changes to
US trade and immigration policy, threatened to
impose steep tariffs on Chinese imports and
proposed hefty tax cuts.
While financial markets have retreated in the
past week and hopes of a sudden spurt in inflation
have faded, US 10-year Treasury yields are still
up more than 25 per cent since election day, and
stocks have hit record highs.
Still, more than two-thirds of the 70
respondents to the question in the Reuters survey
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taken during January first week said Mr Trump’s
protectionist policies were the biggest threat to the
world’s largest economy this year.
“There is no question that near the top of the
list of downside risks is the potential for more
follow-through on the anti-free trade rhetoric,”
said Jim O’Sullivan of High Frequency Economics.
“I am kind of assuming that the (incoming)
administration will be practical on this,” said Mr
O’Sullivan, the top forecaster of US economic data
in Reuters polls for 2016, the second year in a row
he achieved that distinction.
The strong dollar, which hit a 14-year high early
this month and is up close to 6 per cent since Mr
Trump was elected, poses an additional near-term
risk.
Worries around the globe over Mr Trump’s
confrontational style and a strengthening dollar
are likely to be key themes among political and
business leaders at the World Economic Forum
(WEF) in Davos, Switzerland, this week.
Sweeping tax cuts for businesses and
individuals, and the prospect of some
infrastructure spending, have also not brightened
prospects for US economic growth, which Mr
Trump has said he aimed to boost to 3.5 per cent.
More than 80 per cent of respondents said “no”
when asked if now was the right time for such
aggressive tax cuts, with the economy close to full
employment. The unemployment rate was 4.7 per
cent in December.
The latest poll estimated growth slowed to 2.2
per cent in the fourth quarter from 3.5 per cent in
the third quarter.
Through 2017, economists predicted the
economy would expand at an annual rate of 2.1 to
2.5 per cent each quarter, just 0.1 percentage point
higher than the previous estimate. The full-year
median was 2.3 per cent.

are not followed through, but they may have run
ahead of themselves in predicting how much
stimulus will be enacted and how much growth
will be boosted,” said Mr O’Sullivan, who was
also the most optimistic on growth among the
top forecasters.
A little fewer than one-third of the
respondents, including three of the top 10 US
economy forecasters in Reuters polls last year,
upgraded their 2017 growth outlooks in the latest
poll.
Many of them, like Mr O’Sullivan, said it was
mainly on the assumption Mr Trump would not
follow through on his restrictive trade agenda and
instead focus on boosting growth through fiscal
measures.
While those projected growth rates may be
considered healthy for the economy at such a late
stage of the recovery cycle, they could do little to
boost inflation much beyond the Federal Reserve’s
2 per cent target.
Inflation pressure is more likely to come from
a round of retaliatory tariffs if Mr Trump’s
protectionist agenda becomes a global reality.
Even though pay growth is forecast to average
3.0 per cent this year, up from 2.8 per cent in
December’s poll, the Fed’s preferred gauge of
inflation, the Core PCE Price Index, will probably
average 1.8 per cent in 2017 and 2.0 per cent in
2018, unchanged from the last poll.
Fed policy-makers recently warned that with
the economy close to full employment, an
expansive fiscal policy could lead to faster rate
hikes than currently priced in, pushing the US
dollar higher.
“If the unemployment rate falls some more, it
is going to add to upward pressure on wages and
inflation and reinforce the case for Fed tightening,”
Mr O’Sullivan said.

The most optimistic growth forecast for any
point in 2017 was 4.1 per cent, far short of the postfinancial crisis peak of 5.6 per cent hit in the fourth
quarter of 2009.

The wider poll of over 100 economists,
including 17 large banks that transact directly with
the Fed, showed rates would remain unchanged
at 0.50 to 0.75 per cent until the second quarter,
when a 25-basis-point hike is likely.

“Obviously people have been assuming the
growth-sapping parts (protectionist measures)

A follow-up increase is expected in the fourth
quarter, taking the Fed funds rate to a range of 1
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to 1.25 per cent. Fourteen economists, however,
forecast a hike by March.
(http://www.livemint.com)

Growth in A Time of Protectionism
by Danesh Jassawala, 1 January 2017.

FROM the surprise Brexit vote to the recent anti-

trade flavour in the US elections, battle lines are
being drawn in a world that was seen as
intimately interconnected. Going forward, will
international business be more connected by free
flow of ideas, people and trade; or will we see
the drawbridges of protectionism being erected
afresh? In recent months, national narratives are
fiercely critical of large companies and
individuals who benefit from globalization. The
upswing in the blue collar rust belt vote that
swept Donald Trump to power is only one
indication of this trend. Other economies like
Russia, Turkey and the Philippines are also
scripting similar narratives that highlight national
interests and give pause to the international
flows of goods and services we have been used
to.
Against this backdrop, Indian businesses are
faced with a choice: to continue to globalize or
to focus on the Indian market. India is one of
the few economies where the emerging middle
class and the benefits of a young demography
provide a strong internal growth engine. On the
other hand, the lesson from Japan and Korea is
that only through international expansion will
strong globally competitive companies emerge
in India. Many global commentators assert that
the only alphabet in the BRICS that has lived up
to the acronym is I. The question for Indian
companies is: Should I stand for ‘International’
Indian business or should it denote an ‘Internal’
Indian focus?
Despite national political boundaries
hardening, at a people and ideas level the world
has never been more interconnected than now.
Digital connectivity is providing the human race
and its seven billion population a degree of
interdependence that is unprecedented. This is
being aided by improving physical connectivity,
as global supply chains and global infrastructure
projects come into play—China’s One Belt One
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Road being just one such example. With rural
penetration of digital within India and other
countries, this is no longer confined to those
living in large urban conurbations. With the
number of people using internet being higher
than those with a 10th class degree in India, this
is also no longer confined to the highly educated.
The global movement of data, connections and
experiences has skyrocketed over the past
decade. The flow of cross-border data has
expanded 45 times over the past decade. The
percentage of global GDP that is traded across
border has increased from 20 to 30 per cent over
the past two decades, an unprecedented jump.
Cross-border issues like climate change have also
rallied private, government and civil society
unmindful of borders. The world was flat. Till
recently.
President Trump is expected to drive a
continuing engagement of the US with the rest
of the world. While regional trade treaties like
the TPP could be jettisoned, even if the new
administration takes an inward focus, the largest
economy of the world will continue to play a
central role in the global flow of trade and ideas.
Repatriating factories from China in today’s age
of automation may not produce the jobs that are
being sought by the US. The real job creation
engine for countries is constant refreshment, and
for this global forces of innovation and economic
growth will continue to play a critical role.
‘International’ India can aid a continued
effort towards globalization. We are the largest
democracy of the world with a well-functioning
private sector. The capabilities our private sector
continues to hone in a large home market allows
us to step out from behind the US and China and
play a role in creating global impact. This is
particularly relevant in emerging market
democracies, be it Myanmar and Indonesia in
South-East Asia, Nigeria and Kenya in Africa or
the Pacific Alliance countries in Latin America.
This is the time when Indian corporates should
venture out to fill the gap that may be created
by a US withdrawal, albeit selectively. Using a
“capability driven strategy” approach in the
broadest sense, this international expansion
should be in those industries like pharma, retail
and consumer, and other industries where the
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building should be the pivot for international
growth in these times of protection, particularly
in emerging markets where similar business
models apply. A number of consumer facing
companies in India, pharma companies born out
of India, light manufacturing companies are
ready for international expansion in other
emerging markets. The telecom sector, which has
also spawned a number of digital and ecommerce companies, is similarly equipped to
venture out. Information technology companies,
which lived on the back of servicing the US and
Europe, should also pivot their gaze to look at
other emerging markets. Even if the drawbridge
of protection is pulled up, many of these IT
companies will pass through the multiple fibre
optic nodes that have elegantly riddled national
boundaries of the world.

consumer is at the centre of growth. Large
infrastructure projects may go more naturally to
China but then we have so much to do and prove
within India that on the infrastructure front this
may not be a bad thing.
Which brings me to the “Internal” I. Indian
companies that address the needs of the large
and growing emerging middle class and the
middle class in the country are being built. In
the manufacturing sector, a slightly more
protected environment may offer shelter to our
national champions at this critical stage of re-set
with the Make in India programme. This was
similar to what Japan, Korea and China enjoyed
in their phase of hectic industrialization. In
infrastructure, there is much to do internally and
here the capabilities of the government need to
be strengthened if public-private partnerships
have to play a meaningful role. The push to do
more in Tier II and Tier III districts is just picking
up speed. These 214 Tier II and Tier III districts,
33 per cent of the 640 districts in our country,
have approximately 60 per cent of our population
and are on the radar of companies looking to
grow within India. The growth of Indian
companies in this segment is throwing up new
business models, and new approaches to
technology that are unique not just in India, but
across emerging markets. This provides domestic
companies capabilities to compete in other
economies with the ability honed by servicing
the Indian emerging middle customer who is
aspirational but not rich.

The recent spate of protectionism and the
collective inward gaze of the world, led by the
election promises of the US elections and Brexit,
are likely to be short-lived. This phenomenon was
triggered by the stresses inherent in many of these
economies: slower growth rates and an ageing
demography. In contrast, India has a growing
middle class, a young demography, a penchant for
technology and a bold prime minister to boot. India
as a nation and Indian companies and sectoral
leaders in particular have an opportunity to step
out on the international stage when other
democracies are vacating it. However, in that
drama we need to choose our characters wisely.
We should selectively play in those areas where
our large and growing middle class has helped us
build capabilities that give us the right to win
internationally.

The question then is not whether to go
global, but which segments to focus on and what
strategies to apply to give Indian companies a
right to win. The “internal” capability we are

(http://www.businesstoday.in)
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